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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION
The community college v1as designed to eli1ninatc the

barriers which in the past prevented many people from furthering

theil~

educations past high school.

It accomplishes

this go£-J.l r1ot only by placing post high school education
v~i thin

geographical a.ccess of a large number of students at

l.ov.r cost, but also by serving diverger1t student needs
througl'i a variety of urLi versi ty parallel and special educa-

t5. 0l1 programs a

freshman-sophomore college equi valerlt; guid

an.ce a11d remedial instruction; technical, bttsi11ess, and

semi-professior. al programs; adult 11oncredit courses, serni-

narsr and instructionr and occupationally-oriented programs
of a vocational nature.
I11

addition to the college-bound high school

gl~ad··

uate, comf(lUni ty colleges must respond to high school S".n. iors inatriculating ur1der early admission policies, t:rtudc

li: ~·

not qualifying for four-year college admission, students
only needing two-year terminal degrees, students not
cotn~l.i tted

to a four-year college career, students undecided

abottt a future career and unprepared to choose a
~Jpec~iali~aticn.

t1f

fu1~J

\vorkin.g adults neE'di.ng or

~~Pld

desir i.r~u

continu.i . -jg educatio ·, to upg -a de their s:.. ilJ

o~~

..r .

2

·
as a cultural center . l
1.ng,
an d the corn.mun~ty
.,_
Because of the expanding enrollment in the nation's
community colleges and the current economic climate which

seems to

indiq~te

that enrollment will continue to grow, the

community college is by necessity accepting some responsibility for the burden of journalism education.

This need is

aptly expressed by Dr. Frank Deaver in Journalism and

Student Publi cations in American Junior Collegesa
In their first two years of collegiate study, a
largA number of studer!"ts are strongly influenced and
motivated in their choice of a major field of stu dy and
their life-time vocation. If they are not offered the
alternative of journalism study, or if that al terr1ati ·a
is of dubious quality oz· challenge, JC\.any talented ar1d
aspiring journalists may elect another field of s t udy
a.11d~ as a. result, another life-time vocatio:a. 2
Many of the problems associated with community college journalism, however , result directly from the rapid
grcwth of tl1is type of post secondary school educatlon and
the very goal of meeting the needs of an extremely varied
st'-tdent population.

While the fol.tr·-year colleges and uni versi ti s which
have bee11.

aJ~ound

a greater period of time have had long r

to come to general terms on the content of a good journ( .t ic,.n

program, until rcccn.tly no guidelines existed for corrmuni
colleges to 11se as the ba.sis for s tru::tu..~.:·ing journal: sn1 . ro-~

grams.

Both faculty

ru1d

administration have played signif-

icant rarts in determining the journ::. 2.istn c· 1·:.. i culum.
without guidelines t o follov1, it is

urtvP, ·r- s·~;

two publics have not had a common frame ·-'f

·
r~

it

b l~

why

eret.ce · ,

But
l1
~l

~~

c

area of co1nmunity college journalism education.

Stri,ring to

broadly meet all of the needs of their clientele, and frequently disagreeing on the goals of community college journalism educati_o p, administra.tors and faculties someti1nes

have been guilty of throwing together poorly plarmed or
insufficient programs with little direction.

Confusing the

issue further has been a common divergence of opinion as to
the role of the college newspaper--should its function primarily be educational , promotional, or extra-curricular?
Three trends have,

emerged in the relationship

consequently~

between the community college curriculum and the student
newspaper '
1.

the journalism program which consists of credit

for work on student publications ,
2.

the journalism program which includes classwork

and studer1t pttblications work for credit or uses the stud en v
newspaper as a laboratory for one of its journalism clasues,

3.

the journalism program which operates indepen-

dently of the student newspaper .

A·n outcozne of the vast differences in the qualj.J.. .
at1d con.te11 t of journali.sm programs in the two-year college

has been the relucta.n.ce of many four-ye3.

~

coll<=!ge journal· sr.

ad.mini.stJ. ators to acceJ>t two-year college jou .,.·na1 ism cou

for transfer c:redi t . J
very

i

sc.~

The fact that tra 1sferaliiJ i ··y 5 A c :~

raportant objective of the

~O!JllllU1

i ty colle c h

pro1npted several research efforts into beth "' he

u ,.

-~
l..A ··

4
trends in community college journalism programs ru . d t 1e
student newspaper's role in journalism education.
Junior College Journalisn1 Ascociation (JCJA),

if'J.

The
cv . lsul-

tation with the Association for Education in Journalism

(AEJ), took action to investigate journalism education at
this level with the objective oi"' formulating standards

accreditation.

or

J.

It was believed that four-year colleges

would be more willing to accept transfer units from programs
meeting formal standards, generated by the JCJA and approved
by the AE1, and

it w·as hoped that the availabiJ i ty of guide-

lines would ultimately raise the standard of conununity college journalism education.

These guidelines were approved

in late 1972 to help community colleges evaluate exis-ting
progran1s and initiate new programs. 4

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
The recognition and

dev~lopment

of qualj ty jour·..

nalism education worthy of transfer credit is the concern of
journalism educators nationwide; therefore, tho compilation
and approval of guidelin.es/standards by the JCJA and A ,,J

J. •

a significant rna.j or step forward in comrnur1i ty colJ ege J o· · ·
11alis~.

It js particularly relevant to the

sta~e

of Florida

which has dev.. (~loped one of the country's leadj ng ''Ommu 1i ·~
college systerr,s and has been s).ngled out as

~•paces~tter" model.. states, 5

).).tho 1gh

011""

oi

th~:re . ~v .
a.

~

5
to assess each of Floridaes community colleges in t?rms of
these standards, and the issue of the student r1ewspape '• s

function in community college journalism education has not
answer~~ed

been

·sufficiently.

The purpose of this thesis is to evaluate the journalism programs offered in the community colleges of FlO""'ida

using the JCJA Guidelines as the basis for evaluation. and
to

a~sess

the objectives of these programs within the over-

all cc'lniuurlity college curriculum.

The study also ir.v·esti-

gates th.e function of the student newsl"Japer to determine
wh~;tl1er

it is considered an educational, promotion::l , or

extra-curricular rnedium.

This research provides an e'.r'.. 1.

uation cf the relationship of membership in a public and
the

studen~

newspaper's dependence or independence witt

respect -to the journalism program to perception of ne·us-

paper function,
rrhis in,restigation provides a guide, by school, to
thr~

most trar1sferable j our11alism programs in Florida and

poi·nts out the deficiencies in each college assessed a- le
tha:s1 aC(!Gptable.

It ttnderlines the progress in the d .. el-

opment o·t-' journalism programs over a two and a half ye' r

period and serves as an indicator of the impact

of the JCJA
..vides

Guidelin~s~

furthel~

in journalism

Finally, this investiga

insight into the role of tl1e ,;tn ~ d1

cation.

thu~

.t1 -

n

far

6

SUPPLEMENTARY CLARIFYING STATEMENTS
In the past -there has been controversy over whether
the public two-year colleges in Florida should be called
11

junior collag-e s" or "community colleges,n and over the

connotative ramificatior1s involved with each.

!11

1972 the

state's community colleges each voted one or the other term

into their formal name, with the result that some schools
are junior colleges and some are community colleges.

In

this thesis the gen.eric term "community college" refers to
the two-year public institution regardless of the official
The terms are synonymous in

designation of the colleges.

the background studies referenced.

For the purposes of this study, nstudent newspaper"
is the campus publication sanctioned by the community college administration as the school's official student newspaper.

If a community college comprised more than one cam-

pus, each with a separate publication, all papers were considered individually, provided that the staffs and/or

advisors were not the same; oiherwise, all data were pooled
as one source.
This research also discusses three publicst

istratio11, ad\risor, and staff.

admi -

The "administrator" or

'adrninistraJcionn was originally meant to indic..a e the

0

school fi s chief administrator or president.

It ,, ao reco

r1ized early, hO\'/ever, -that the chief adminis .rator i '1

~o

cases

oo- -

\'la~

delf'gating r c spo

e

trJ

thi.s re ,. · _.arch to a

~

,

?
Since the president was in ef e· , t

dinate a.dmin.istrator,

appointing his represer. ta· .ive

the responses received were

assumed to represent his and, therefore,

cial or "administrative., poin't of

viev~.

J

".Adviso " .... s used

here to refer to the faculty 111ember responsible
ducti()n of the

stude~1.+. new~x ·aper,

used to indieate the

studelY~

offi

colle-re~s

ar1d the tern1

IOr

pro . .

•rs ·t~ff"

is

members of the 11ewspaper staff.

Student newspapers are categorized as "depend nt
with respect to the journalis1n programu artd
\Vi th

respect to the journalism program...

r~independe~t

"Dependent

rj.e\liS-

papers ~· are operationally defined as those associated

\Vi th

programs which offer class credit for newspaper work o

use

the newspaper as a laboratory for the practical applicatio11

of a classroom course.

tiorlally

defin~d

"Independent newspapers" are opera-

as those detached from the journalism pro-

gram of their college or where no journalism progrrun

existed.
~n1ile

"journalism education" at thP cOiTlrrtunity col-

lege level concerns itself

ma~nly

\vi th printe1 c.. on m'

cationr. it js defined here at::: any academ5..c

the collection a11d editing of material cf

st,~dy

c~.rrer -

:for presentation through news media, .,. .·d · -her-"fo
concei \ ably include broadcast media.
7

COI--ITRJBUT ">l' ..

~:>TUDI ~~

fJtudies of co1 1.11' i ;-.- col· . . e: ,j

. ; a.i..J..>t.• i

.

4.-

j nvo -.'
1.
~ts

.lc

:··reased in number in

},e pas ·

wo cA.e·_ ;:- "'

~s

a lo

rapid developme11t of tl'e commtlnl. --cy collegr

. . onc""p" .

studies were a manifestatior, o__ · ·'''=· · ro ing cor•ce.t"l'' ,
comm.un.•.

ty coll_e_ge jourT"al:l sm eel
backgr~o·und

rtent to the
·t;hesis

I~ation\vide

he r

~t .r·y,

(lJ JCJA-AEJ

Curriculum Studies, (J) Sectional Cu ···

c' )
t~' .)

lR ~1. a t

e

e (~:s

C"'
·~

j

n tl " ·

f2)
1.c~

Stl~de.lt

Studies, ( 4) Fur1ctj on.s and Benefits of the
,.... d
o.n

.r.h

of this -:: · udy is discussed

f.ive st.J.bsections a

i11

~c; t~on.

£' ~ hr.

l\ m
· . s~ ,

t 'll d l,• e s ,

(

,.

..

'

n1u11i ty college jotltnalism education v1es ini tiatec ·
wh~.n1.

a joint rnecting of the JCJ A and the AEJ esta

the need for data on journalism courses,
ir1structors" and ad,:isors.
4

Dr

it

publicati~n·,

Frru1k Deav ~ r (":.9?1) ~) -: ~

took a r1ationw·ide investigation to provide "':'he

fo1:tmulatio11 of

off~cial

bas:i.~

r

· ',l •

JCJ A guidelines.

number of.. cour'seg offered ra'1.ged f'"otn

ne

ccur~

\

Forty percent of t · e .Pa

?~"'ogrru11

.."
..,,"'~·
~1~
·
o-P'""'
medi•·
-• ··~...
~!:J •""-'
- ~ ..·., f·.;
~ ..&.UJ
'1:1
~
..i C: s~J.·
,; ""-al
, .l J.

1.. . • t·

,

~~Li .• h

.~.-

-

1'.

..
.....

•:J

.

• •

~

:.. -.,. .,e.-,.. -=. ~........
.,. . "

:.~

... ,.

. .ta.

•

L

9
Other Nationwide Curriculum
Stud~es

Prior to Deaver·' s research, the most comprehensive
study was conducted by Lester Benz in 1966.

Benz sent a

three-page questionnaire to the president of each of the 628
community colleges in the 1966 Junior College

~irectory

Of the 438 colleges responding,

having over 250 students.

more than 50 percent offered journalism courses.

Seventy-

seven percent either had journalism courses or published a
student publication.

Credit toward graduation was offered

for work on the school publication by more than 40 percent
of the colleges with publications.

Sixty-six percent of the

journalism courses offered consisted of credit for school
publications work.
Regarding teacher qualifications, Benz found 20 percent of the journalism teachers had never taken a college
journalism course, about 50 percent had earned less than
fifteen se1nester hours of journalism credit, and JJ percent
'
had over thirty semester hours in jo~rnalism. Most teacher

irtdicated some

previou~

professional experience in jour-

nalism, but additional investigation usually exposed thls
bc-:.ckgrou}j.d as jo1trr1aY.is:n i~1struction at the lLigh sc:,c 1

level Ol" Sltpel'·vision of a h5.gh school

than real

tned~.a

pu~ 1.

ca- jon

ra~

her

experience,.

Ber z concluded'

seems to exist fo'Y' the

· For too
~,ol.,

nurpo~ ~

school publica tio . .1 · . a: 1c, :r.·e · r1.rdJ ng

sctools, j · u

L!an'·

'f

~t.:

...

1·

,

; _ · ·.r:.

· .::..

t

.. l.i -

~
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for publicatic~~ work,~?
Hefner (1968) questioned journalism teachers involved in a f'lewspaper Fun.d-directed summer seminar at the

University of

_T_f.X~ls

to determine curriculum, transfer ar1d

terminal programs, facili'tiest qualifications and salaries
of journalisrn teacners ~· a11d acot.. :di·c~ng influences.

The

study represented sixteen Americm1 jttnir.n" colleges.

Hefner

drew the following conclusionsa
1. Junior college journalistn pr·ogr·ams are growing
in number aJ1d journalis111, as a part of the junior college

curriculum, will become firmly fixed.

2. Jur1ior college journalism progrruns receive
strong support from small tovn1 and rural ne\'tspaper pub--

lishers and editorse

3.

A cors curl"iculum of transff,r jou ..'na.lism cour5es

in the junior college seems to be crystallizing
maximttm of 12 s en1ester hours in j oux nalistn v1i th
rnent on a J hour introductory survey course a11d
course in beginning reporting, but disagreement

at a
agreea )-hour
as to

the third and fourth courses.
4. The terminal program i:n junior colleges, pa :··ed
with vocational and technical courses, ic one of the
major fields

itl

today.

expan.dir1g programs of jutl5 or col] eges

5.

Qualificaticrts for teachers ln journalism jn
junior colleges 5 based on accredi ta.tior1 reconrrnend :.... :.or~r
as well as practical acaderr1ic viev'!s, are almost •• e tab-lished" at the master's degree, frequently in a rc~l - tr . d
field with a m.inin1un1 of 18 semester hours in j ourn:. l' ~:

Smith (1969) examined the journalism

educati~n

· '•·

grams a.Jld the individuals teaching these programs in JJ4

junior colleges.

He found that only a few junior coil

were offering terminal programs in journalism and then tne

coursework was only slightly different from that in t ar f
programs,

A lar-ge number of instructors ha.d n

sional nor academj c

backgJ~ounds

in jou

nali~

j

.he·

, and rn :

~
J

11

teaching journalism part time, with their major efforts directed at other duties including instruction in ur1relatt:d
areas.
Smith _c_Oilcluded that on the average the level of
journalism training available in junior colleges was far
below courses in four-year institutions.

Whil~

he felt tha"t

there were some well planned programs staffed by qualified
instructors, his conclusion was that the majority were
throvm togethex- and staffed by \lnqualified people. 9
The findings of Benz and Smith are contradictory to
those of Hefner, who makes some very conclusive generalizations based on a relatively small sample.

Hefner's

results and conclusions can probably be explained by the

composition of her sample:

journalism instructors in

ance at a special journalism seminar.

at~cn.~

It can be assumed

safely that these instructors were more ir1terested and 'lUe.l-

ified than the norm, since they had interrupted their Echedules and invested time and money in attendance at the seminar.

Overall, the sporadic growth of cornmuni ty coll ., s

across the nation precludes a:ny true 11alidi t~r to gene a.1 ...

izations.

What Jnight have been true of one sy tern or

state is not

neccssar~1y

the case elsewhere.

________

.............
....,_.
Sectional -.....-.--.
Curriculum

Stadie~

Gotrsberg (1965) cotnpared s lected communitt

tcrmitlal and tl'ansfer programs in Cal · i"orrlia

ing needs and requircrnen- .s as judged by c •!!nun · :- /
J

o

~
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journalism professors and students at twelve California com
munity colleges, four-year journalism school professors,
former community college journalism students in four-year
institutions~

and a sample of twenty-two editors of itldus-

trial publications and twenty-three

newspap~r

editors.

Three of four groups saw the principal function of
college

jou~alism

co~uunity

as extending a general education.

Three

of four groups, with the students in opposition, felt that
the development of j ournalis1n skills was less important.
~'he

journalism educators and cmploy·ers favored limiting

journalism. instruction to between six and nine hours consisting of a survey course and news

~Titing,

to assess

interest and aptitude.
Bei11g on the newspaper staff was a credit course ir1

all of the twelve colleges questioned.

Instructors and stu-

.

de11ts in four-year institutions attri·buted what they

expressed as a "technical emphasis" in community college
jouxnalism to the fact that most journalistn departments

produced the student publication, making it most
for them to emphasize production a.spects.

benefi~ial

Gotl1berg con-

cludeda

Commurli ty college nevvSpLper experience Can ve
worthwhile depending on the s vructure and
-.,."e11t .:.
the course. . • o A tlev1spapc::r lab cannot be a "d ~~ r~~
ground" fo::' studen+f: without j""lrnalisrr, inteJ. , !=; t o
.. easy units. " The pri•nary funct~ o sl'·ould n ~ o .
stud ~ nt publications, but rather tr e p (. ; .. ~ '; onr 1
t c f a J. JUz-j lc.i.,.l.
., . :.m maJor..
lt)
~lcv· ... ..topmen
J ·

1

.-:!

..,

1.3
journalism instructors in community colleges in Idaho,
Oregon, and Washington.
following manner:

Reagon summarized his data in the

The typical cornn1uni ty college journalism

instructor has - a B.A., with 50 percent of those degrees being in journalism; 82 percent have an

M.A~,

with

50 percent

ha,..ring it in journalism or mass communications; 90 percent

50 percent

have professional experience in journalism with
having more than 10 yearE experience;

50 percent also handle

public relations for their school. and 90 percent advise

the school newspaper. 1 1
In Barfoot's (1970) sample of llJ Mid-Atlantic community colleges t 31 offered at least one course in jour··
nalisn1.

In the 82 colleges not offering any

courst~s,

1

listed journalism in thelr catalc;g and 11 planned to off e ..
a course at so!ne future date.

Many existing courses were

precisely described as consisting of newspaper

produc~ion

and instruction necessary to achjeve that goal as quicklv

as possibleo

Most of the programs in this study were oupe!

vised by the English department.

Barfoot cor1cluded tha ~

most instructors were neither qualified nor prera· ed to
teach j ournalisrn., a..l'ld often

t~te

instru ~tor was expected to

add the journalism claes(As) and responsibility for t
newspaper to an already full load. 12

The

m0s~ rec~nt

curriculum a+udy of a secti

scope was conducted LY

M~ller

leges in Geor-=>.; a to : ~ t

22 11, .

(l9jl)

~.nth

co,m ni
~hie

.

for mass communications was

offered~

She

c~ncluded:

1. Privately operated community collt; ea are not
interested in mass communications education.
2, Small enrollments and limited budgets prevent
the hiring of qualified instructors.
Miller felt she detected a trend in Georgia's publicly sup-

ported comm11ni ty colleges toward offering one or two in roductory courses.lJ
These studies illustrate the differences evident in
journalisn1 education at the community college level.

Com-

mon elements of these studies, however, were (1) citaticn of
lacl{ of qualified instructors, (2) author disapproval of

objectives of journalism programs, {J) author disapproval of

emphasis on newspaper production in journal3.srn courses
Functions and Benefits of
the Student Press
A fourth category of studies investigated the func-·

tions and benefits of the student newspaper in relatior1 to

the

jour~nalisrn

curriculum.

The first two studies cited

attempted to deterntinc a relationship between the perceiv
functiOl'l of the student newspaper ru1d some specified
~.ble.

The t:hird study sought opinions ort the compa·

~

advantages of community college newspaper work to high
school newspaper work •
. McGuinness (1968) evaluated functions of the

dent Pewspaper as perceived by

administ~a~ors

Based on her review of pertinent
alluded to a general lack

0 ~

~

i

':e.·~ ,..-·..,- r ~ ,

conse u,-s on t .

~t
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the newspaper.

Consequently, she

att~mpted

to detertJ,J.ne

whether individual evaluations could be correlated to three

situationss

(1)

~~npu~

minority problems, (2) college

enrollment, an.d-· (.3) size and frequency of newspaper.

McGuinness found no significant differences between situOf journalism training , internal COil'.munications,

ations..

student forum , student activityw and

co~~unity

relations

the jourrJ.alism tra.ining function wa.s "ge11erally" judged to
be the 1nost important.l4

cantly to

thj_~

This study corttributes signifi-

thesis, since

f-~cGuinness '

review of li-'·er-

ature sunL"Tlarizes the first research attempted in the ar·ea

of newspaper function .

Most of these works are unpub·.ished

and unavailable; therefore, this

provides the

stud~

onl~

possible contact with them.

Pennington ( 1970) sought to firld a rela.tionship
between tnernbership in various university publics and e-sti-

mation of the functions of the student press.

She appar-

e:ntly disagreed with McGuinness on the point of lack of
consensus on newspaper function .

Using a questionnaire

incorporatir,g a seven-point summated re.ting se c..
veyed a sample of administrators, journalism

f~~u

bers, ne'ivspaper staff members, and faculty ar1rJ
their

perc~ptions

of tweJ ty-f,even statera..; . ,ts

the seven following functions;
j ourna1lsm 1 ~ 1- orc:. tory,
non St;

.-.

f~ct: l.

(

(1)

( J) j ou ... ,1al

P'·ol~·- c
o~

,t ·

5 ~ !'"ac Ul "ty publicity, ( 6)

e
w

~"tude

r'-. n~.e~

·

or,

~!

in_

rel· ionc
~11t

· · ~' ~-

(' J
f

(

l•.
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activity, and (7) commercial press.

With significant

results, Pennington concluded that membership does a ;ect
perception to a large degree.

All publics except the

administrators _saw the commercial press function as the
main purpose of the college

press~

with administrators

choosing the house organ role* 1 5
A related study was Pasquajs (1970) investigation
of students• opinions on the distinction between high
school and community college journalism and the benefits
and deficiencies of community college journalism.

The

major benefits cited by the 133 respondents werea

(1)

journalism skills--39 percentg (2) general communications
skills and awareness--32 percent, (J) publications experience--28 percent, (4) interest_ fellowship, sense of teamwork--23 percent, (5) greater responsibility and freedom
(with respect to high school)--20 percent.

Pasqua thought

it was significant that good instruction was cited by only

'l percent • 16
Related Studies
Two journalism studies at other educational lev ls
are examined briefly here to provide additional insight
into the problem of student journalism •
. McClintock (1963) studied Midwest high schovl

ne'NSpaper, hypothesizing that tLt=J b( st ne cpaper
duced by schools with "trained

a r v:t ~ O.t

s" and "s n

ar~~

lJ

e ~-
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principals."

Though this resea-.:'ch failed to support her

hypothesized relationship, McClintock did find certain common problemsa

(1) scarcity of competent, trained advisors,

(2) high turnqver of newspaper advisors, (3) failure to
relate publications work to pupil learning and achievement
in other areas.l7
Devol (1965) investigated editorial policies on
sixty-five college daily newspapers nationwide.

While most

of his findings are not pertinent to this study, Devol did
report that 40 percent of his respondents cited a relationship between the newspaper and school of journalism, but
only 17 percent stated that the newspaper's major function
was a journalisn1 lab.l8

Implications of Background
Studies
The preceding studies are notable for their assessmen-t of journalism education at the community college level.

They indicate. by their contradiction of results, the sporadic and multi-directional development of community college

journalisnt

progra~s,

a general lack of commonality in jour-

nalism offerings, objectives, and teaching emphasis aero·
the country.

They also demonstrate the growing concern for

qual)ty journalism education at this lev -1.

This same co.-

cern prompted the JCJA and AEJ to offer guidance in t e
form of formal standards and guidelines to h lp
colleges fulfill their growing

res~onsibil . ~Y

to

.....
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responsible, trained journalistE, or at least to contr'bute
positively in that direction.

SIGNIFICANCE OF STUDY
Previous studies have provided insight into the
overall problem of journalism education in community

leges.

col~

This research contributes a current view of pro-

grams in Florida by offering a guide, by school, to the
most acceptable programs and identifying the i11adequacics

in programs judged unacceptable by JCJA Standards.
ther·n1ore, updated information

1.. efle.cts

Fur-

the progress in the

development of journalism programs and indicates the rel-

ative impact from the JCJA Standards.

The data will be

valuable nationwide as well as to administrators and faculty in-state since Florida has been singled out as a model
state for community college systems just evolving.
The study supplements the inconclusive fi11dings of

previous research into the function of the student newspaper in c<>nJmuni ty college journalism.

one: previo11s

study~

vlJe

It also assesses the

aepel'HJ.ence Or J.nnepen d ence
:1

~

•

asses~es,

~

di

infl _ ~n ,~

of

·

the influence of membership in a

on perceived functions.
-t~·

It

..

0f

a

s~udent

newspape

respect to the journalism program on ·.;lleoe perce t on-.
l"inally, this ir1vestigation takes a clos .. r 1

the etudant•s motivations.
to further h ·.s journa' j s:

Does he join the .
educ· tion?

Do

.,

1
ca·

ers in journali m?

v1or.lc lur_ student~

Does stud ·,J t

i to jour:nalism as a vocatio ?

study will help ansv1er th .se questions

(I

~·~j c:

Chapter 2
RESEARCH

M~rHODS

The "Guidelines on Standards and Evaluation for

Transfer of J11nior College Journalism Credits" provides a

measure for evaluation of existing journalism programs
initiation of new programs and courses.

this research were to:

ar1d

The objectives of

evaluate the programs offered in

the Florida community college system using these Guidelirjen
as the basis for

e~~valllatiorl;

determine if the student ne'NS-

paper is considered an educational, promoticnal, o..r.: ext-ra-

curricular medium; and assess whether perceptions are
affected by (1) membership in a public or (2) a student
nev1spaper 0 s depez1dence or independence with l"'espec t ·· o ·the

journalism program.

Specifically, this l''eseal"Ch vtas de··

sign£d to answer the following questionsr
1.

To \\'hat exte11t do r.,l orida conunun) ty colJ . 1.

meet JCJA Guidelines?
V~rhict1 c~llcgcs

2.

offer plogrCJJns raeeti g -.;CJA

Star1dards?

J.

W!1at are the dc.e-icienc:es in

Ta1eetirtg JCJ A

4.

st~ndards?

r/hat chanf>es have

OCClll":. t~d I

20

co11e~

.s not

~~
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jou1·nalism since JCJA Standards were established?

5.

What is the role of the journalism progran1

within the community college curriculum?

6.

To- what extent do administrators, advisors, and

staff concur on the role of the student newspaper?

7.

Is there a correlation between a student news-

paper's dependence or independence with respect to the
journalisra progran1 and the perceived role of the student

newspaper?

8.

To what extent do administrators, advisors, and

staff concur on the benefits to be derived from student
11ewspaper work?

9.

Is thet'e a c.orrelation between a student news-

paperes dependence or independence with respect to the
journalism program and tl1e benefits perceived to be derived

from the student newspaper experience?
10.

Does the depe11dence or independence of a stu-

dent newspaper with respect to the journalism progra'Tl.

affect staff

~embers'

perceptions of the journalism e·u-

cational value of their newspaper experience?
11.

Do students join the newdpapei· staff t,o lea

j Ol.tl..l1alisln skills 'l

12.

Are journalisrn students inf luen,...,ed in tt . i

careers by their

0¥

colleg.:-~

J. o·,~.&...1
,.....,. . - .l.J
, ~ .-~ 11 o-·rer ~ ,.
,l

.

-t ~

.L.L.

neviS! .. r>~r exp erience?

li'l o·,..._·· "'' ·

-

•

•

1
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vious studies had undertaken this task in other areas of
the country, but this investigation was the first to use
JCJA Guidelines as a comparative standard.
Question-. 4 sought to establish trends in the

pi'O-

gress of journalism programs and to determine whether significant changes had occurred since the JCJA offered the
Standards as guidance.
Research question

S

sought to add some perspective

to the results of the first four questions by establishing
the objectives administrators have in mind for the i r journalism progran1s.

In querying several publics, Gothberg

f'ound that the journalism education objective of journalism
courses v1as considel"'ed less important than the obj ec ti·v e of
rounding out ove:rall college offerings • 1 9
McGuinness and Penr1ington both hypothesized that
the individual interests of different school publics influence their judgments of the role of the student

new~ paper,

although McGuinness believed that the individual interests
varied within publics and the interests should be cate
gorized arld tested; whereas, Pennington held the vic·vt that
inteiests could simply be categorized by public. 20
The reslll ts of these studies are
close the qtlestion of fur1ction.
tiorts 6 and 7

the

deal~

admirj,istrator~

t·ri tl-1 the
·the

J.o

TherefoJ. e, rese ., rch qu _.__

perc~pti onf'

ad~,;-isor,

in~uffl.ci <Jtt

~":"! d t"'- ·: L.
]

-.

.

l J..

-

~

0

of three pu l
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the newspaper's relationship to the journalism progrrun, and
assessed whether dependence or independence of the newspaper

affe~~ed

these perceptions through research questions

8 and 9.

Availability of journalism training opportunities
has the greatest effect on one public, students.

Deaver

claimed that the first two years of college life strongly
influence a student's choice of vocation and that potential
journalists r1ot offered journalism or offered a poor program might become unmotivated or disenchanted and change
vocational directions. 21 Therefore, this research further
queried students about their estimations of the value of
their work on the student newspaper and their career moti-

vations through research questions 10, 11, and 12.
APPLICATION OF QUESTIONNAIRE
The population examined consisted of the chief

administrator, the student newspaper advisor, and student
newspaper staff members from each of the twenty-eight
public community colleges (comprisi11g thirty campuses) in
Florida~

Use of a mail

as the main research

questio~~aire

instrument permitted initial contact and follow-up contac t
with every elen1er1t of this population ..
Sir1ce a large amount of information, de1nogra

was being solicited from
publics t three "J"ersi<,na of tho

quest~

th~ee

onn . -: re

ic

diffe · n
. . re con
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structed (see Appendix A).

To achieve maximum total

response a.n.d facilitate later data analysis, the questiot1-

naires were kept simple and consisted of questions requiring minimum eff.art to ans\ver and tabulate.

The demographic information used in the program
evaluations was requested on the administrator questiornaire ,
To determine

theil~ }Jc~rcE.~l.rtions

about curriculum,

the student newspaper, and benefits of newspaper work,
identical questions on administrator, advisor, and staff

questionnaires asked respondents to rank several items
representing educational, pro1notional, and extra-curricular
f11nctions~

These rank··Ol~der

type questions were selected

as the most attractive device for the following reasonsa
1~

Rank order questions are short and relatively

easy to ar1swer .

2.

A statistical device exists which, it was

thought, would permit an appropriate analysis fo · thls
stu.dy .

The cl1ief lin1i tat ion of this method is tr a ·.; di.r;
tPJlOn bet . .veG!1 ranks

cern in this
sis

research~

01~ non-en~phasis,

nalisrn

cannot be judged. 22

The primary co A-·

howevert was the educational

and

tr·a.'l11j r!g-orie11tc~d

therefore~

J ocatior~ of the j .

perceptior1 in

})·: X"ceptjoT•s l.r~s consider~d more

~elation

critic·:. th2n

•·icight of e:ne r·crcep+.i. ~ J n +.o ano ',h el~.

e~ . -~

r~

to o"": _.r
a-t:
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Both public

and

newspaper category were identified

through the questionnairess

The use of three question ...

naires permitted ready identification of the public.

Ques-

tion 9 on the administrator questionnaire, dealing with
the relationship of newspaper to curriculum, allowed identification of dependent and independent newspapers,

Sup-

plemental data for this question were later gathered from
college catalogs and telephone contact because several
respondents left this question blank.
The data for answering research questions 1, 2, and
)--evaluation of jou.rnalism programs--were obtained thro,Jgh

5, 6, 7, and 10 on the admin-

survey questions 1, 3, 4,
istrator questionnaire .

A survey of college catalogs for

the 1975-76 school year provided information for research
question 4.

The perceptl.or1s and correlation betv1een per-

ceptions sought by the remainder of the research questions
were found by combining data from the three questionnaires
a11d analyzing the effects of membership in a public and

dependence or independence of the student newspaper.

Data

were obtained from the sources shown in Table I
PRE1'EST

A prelitninary mailing of questio1111aires
Community College and

Semir1olt~

o Va ... . . .. a

Juni t- r College . ~ s

r. d

to determine clarity of questions a1d val5dity
naires.

These two

~ohools

were

chos,~ n

becaus

~ J~

t:J.Y ar -,

•
J.n

Ch~rlges

lJ

aa,9b

of nev;spaper

12

c .,__ er n journalism

0

11

R as on for joining staff

es

of

ews · .er dependence-independence

est of membership in public

lOb

V"' .,. e of newspaper work

· ork

Bene-i~s

12

8

1,),4-7,10

11

10

Adviso1_,

Survey Question

Administrator

6a,7b

5

4

1,2,3

Research
Question

Fu:nction of newspaper

ObJective of journalism
cv.rri.culum

programs

of program

Qt·al.i t:'i

Data Category

7

6

4

3

2

Staff

X

Catalog

1975-76

~~·~~~~================================================================================

SOURCES OF DATA FOR ANSWERING RESEARCH QUESTIONS

TABLE I
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.

close to Orlando and personal interviews would have been
convenient if major problems had been encountered with the
research instrument.
only changes

The two following revisions were the

inc~rporated

after the responses from this

pretest were analyzedz
1.

Answer choices were number coded to simplify

tabulation.
2.

Two items to be ranked under functions of stu-

dent newspaper (administrator question 12, advisor question
10~

staff question 2) were deleted.

a.
not

There were indications that respondents did

t!nd~rstand ~hat

\'las; corAseque11tly 1

the commercial press function
the category was deleted

entirely.
b.

The consistently close ranking of public

relations for college and community relations
suggested no real difference in
between the two.

responden~s'

minds

The latter was , therefore, de-

leted in favor of public relations.
Although these changes were made in subs - _..u c, t
mailings, 'the preliminary rnailings were tabulated alo
with the final responses since the revised
were essentially the same.

Answers

qJe ~ tio.u .~·,

-.e e

the fact to facilitate analysis \'lith the res ·, of
and ccrannercial press and cow.muni ;y rela t:. or

nated, with th, remaining ra .s

n

be

~ ,

~

~

c

~
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MAILING RECORD
The 1972 Junior College

Director~

was used to

determine which colleges were composed of more than one
campus, and the names of each chief administrator and student services/activities director.

The administrator ques-

tionnaires were mailed directly to the administrators by

name.

Questionrtaires for the advisors were mailed to the

advisors in care of the studgnt nev;spapers.

To obtain the

names of the staff members, the director of student services/activities was requested to
addresses since the

c~lleges

f~rnish

a list of home

were in summer session.

Ques-

tionnaires weze all letter coded to facilitate a follow-up
mailing.

Stamped, self-addressed envelopes were provided

to increase probability of responses.
The questionnaires to administrators and advisors,
and letters requesting staff addresses, were mailed on
April 13, 1973.

Follow-up questionnaires and letters to

individuals who had not yet responded were sent three
later on May

5, 1973.

eeks

Questionnaires were mailea to sta f

members as names and addresses were received.

Since

he e

questiorLYlai't.. es were coded only by school, a follow-up of

staff members was not possible.
These mailings resulted in a 100 percent res- on
fron1 administrators and a

advisors.

89.J pez·cer1t · esponse

f;a:om
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.

It became evident that student services/activities
directors were hesitant to furnish students' home addresses
Then only 59

since only nine (J2 percent) supplied lists.
percent of

the - student~

contacted returned questionnaires.

To increase the number of students and campuses
a second rne thod of contact was attempted.

represente~

On April

J,

1974, while classes for the regular school year were still
in session, twenty-five copies of the questionnaire were
sent to the editor of each student newspaper, v1ho was

requested to distribute them among his staff m1d return
provided~

them in the stamped, self-addressed envelope

This second mailing increased the total number of

camflUE' ...

to fourteen (50 percent) with 72 percent of the staff ... em·
bers in those schools responding .
UPDATE

.

The demographic data used to answer the first tiiree

research questions were updated through consultation of
college catalogs for the 1975-76 school year.

Th'.ue up·

dated data were used -to ansv1er research question 4.

ANALYSIS
The first four research questio11s \· e

comparing each college to the JCJA. Standards (,...c.e
B) .

Colleges ei t1·1er met stru1daJ.--ds or defic

delineated.

~ ~·

a ea · ·

e
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Data for research questions
lyzed using

Kendall~s

5, 6, and

8 were ana-

Coefficient of Concordance (see next

section for an explanation of this analytical method) to
determine

wheth~r.

significant "conimuni ty of prefere11ce ..
I

existed wi·thin a public.

Then true rankings of the public

were determined and the rankings between publics were compared.

Several problems became apparent in interpreting
data in terms of these tr·tte rankings· (see next section).
Therefore, the frequency of first rankings was tallied for

each function and assembled in contingency table format.
These data enabled a chi square test of differences between
publics m1d also provided a modal average which indjcated
functions actually cl1osen as most important.

Data used to answer research questions 7 and 9 were

analyzed in much the same manner as described for questions

5, 6, and 8; however, the relationship between perception
and the

dependence or independence of the student

was under scrutiny in these questions.

pape

ne ~

Table II ind:cal -

the relationship for each newspaper as used in thi- .. tu( y.
Responses were grouped by deiJenden.ce and jndepe .riertce.

Each grottp included members from all three public . .
ment or disagreement was determined by
Coefficient.

If a "community of pl''efel"ence'1

true ra..11kings were determj ned and th

The

group ~

~5nding

reuttl

were ft.trther broken do'vm run ·..

~

o.

J~

Ke
·, s

L

,

. ~-

Jl
TABLE II

LISTING OF DEPENDENT AND INDEPENDENT
STUDENT NEWSPAPERS
=====================================================·~---

College

Newspaper Relation hip
Independent

Dependent

-----------------------------------------------------~-----

Brevard
Broward
Central Florida
Chipola
Daytona Beach
Edison
Florida Junior College
Florida Keys
Gulf Coast
Hillsborough
Indian Ri\"er
Lake City
· Lake Suznter

Manatee

X
X
X
X
X
X

NO STUDENT NEWSPAPER
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

Miami Dade

Downtown
North
South
North Florida.
Okaloosa-Walton
Palm Beach
Pasco-Hernando
Pensacola
Polk
St~ Johns River
St. Petersburg

X
X
X
X
X

X

NO STUDENT NEWSPAPER
X

Santa Fe

Seminole
South Florida
Tallahass~e

Valencia

X
X
X
X

NO STUDENT NEWSPAPER
X
X
X

--------------------------·--------·----------

J2
true rankings for each subgroup were determined. campared,

a.nd discussed.

The data were also translated into a con-

tingency table and tested for significant differences by a
chi square

an~lysis.

To answer research question 10, the staff responses
to their survey question 4 were discussed.

Question 4 was

a standard scale type question, indicating values of

ne,~s

paper work from very beneficial to very worthless.
The differences between choices in the respons s
from Btaff survey question 6--reasons for joinin.g the news-

paper staff--were analyzed for significant differences by
a chi square test.

These results were used to answer

research question 11.
To furnish data for the final research question 12,

the responses to staff survey question 7 were tested for
significar1t differences by the chi square procedure.
K~NDALL'S

COEFFICIENT OF CONCORDANCE

lJsed to analyze data obtained by rank ord ,r q•

e ~ ·

tio11S, KGllda.llss Coefficient of Concordance (W) mea(t . e ··
tile degree of

group.

agre~i~~ent

on rankings within a pub"' :.c

W is defined by:

W = 12S/m2(n3-n),
where'
n

= lJUrllbe ·

m -

l1~!r · te=r

of i terns beir1g 1 aJl.l{~d

of

jt1d~ ~t~

i.r·

~

J>l - J j

or · . o ·

·r

JJ
S - sum of squares of deviations of total ranks
assigned to each item from m(n+l)/2
tn(rl+l)/2

= average

of the totals of the ranks.

If the ranks assigned by each judge in a group to
the n items being ranked are identical to those assigned by

every other judge in that group, then W = 1.0.
disagreement exists, then W = o.

If maximum

The hypothesis that the

judges have no community of preference, where n

~

?, is

tested by calculatingt
z

= ~log~ Um-l)W/1-W]

v 1 = n-1- (2/m)

v2

= (m-l)vl•

For "degree of freedom!' v 1 and v2, z is tested in tables of
Fisher~s

distribution.

If W is significant, then there is

significar1t agreement to justify finding an "average or

pooled estin1ate" of true ranking.

This true ranking is

found by summing the ranks assigned to each item.
with the smallest sum is ranked first, etc.

The item

If two sums

are equal, the items are further ranked by the sum of the
squares of their assigned

ra~~s,

the smaller sums of oquar

being ranked ahead of the other. 23
Though rather elementary, a brief discussion of th
term "average" is helpful in understanding the problem... erLcountered in the interpretation of the resul t,s of · hi
study in terms of true rankings.
Three concepts indicate the zniddle of a dis ri-

~

J4
butionJ

the mean, the median, and the mode.

The mode is

the value of the term that appears most frequently.

The

median is the value of the term that is larger than or
equal to half of- the other tenns and equal to or smaller
than half of them.

The mean, tnost often the concept

actually meant whe11 speaking about the "average," is the
value obtained by adding the terms
sum by the number of terms.
distribution."

ru1d

then dividing their

The mean "reflects the entire

This sensitivity, however, is sometimes a

disadvantage to its representati ver1ess when the distribution contains a few extreme terms.

Additionally, the

mean of a distribution may not actually be a term in the

distribution,

The sensitivity of the mean often makes it

a good measure of the size of all the terms in a group.

The median provides information about a distribution in
which a relatively small nun1ber of terms are extreme in one
direction or the other.

Therefore, the median is fre-

quently a more revealing measure than the mean, especially when both are obta. ined fr·om a distributior1 conta:i ning a relatively small number of terms with values a· one

extretne.

The value of the moaal term is that it provides

important information about

freq~e~cy.

The mode indica

maxirnum frequency, which is often synony, . ous wit

·r axim

popularity . 24
There were

seve_~al

drawbacks in t 1e a

J ·,~ •

Kendall's Ccefficj er.t and the subseq ent tn e ""a:. ·

6 -
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.

First, a limitation of the calculated coefficient is

tha~

coefficients cannot be compared to assess differences in
degree of agreement between groups.

The greater the nur.t ...

ber of items to -be ranked and the greater the number of

judges, the larger the spectrum of runs of rankings.

For

example, an agreement score of 0.535 might jndicate lack
of significant agreement for a small group, but significant
concurrence for a large group.

The scores themselves can-

not be compared .
Secondly, the summing of ranks for the "pooled
estimate" is in essence a "mean" rank method.

The sensi-

tivity of a mean score was, in its application in this
research, detrimental.

An item with a true ranking of 1

could conceivably have never been ranked first.
have been ranked consistently 2 or

It could

J; but with the other

items receiving extreme rank·ngs in both directions, their
extremes would negate each other.

The true ranking

method allows no measurement of this phenomenon; therefore,
the information it offers is limited.

Similarly, several

i terns consiste11tly ranked closely are still computed to a

1 to n ran1c:i.ng.

Therefore, r1o measure of this clos -~ . C!s o

of actual rarlk!... :ts possible.

derived fron1 the

t~..te

In ~ummary, the cone

r·anking n·umbers alone can b

leadi11g.

The third problem

ar~a

consisted o·

to determit,. . . significance in di · f.,

:~ ·~

...

o :~

~

'lt·

ion

rnis-
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tv/een groups.

The only discussiOil possible is a comparison

of first true rankings, etc.

Validity or accuracy of con-

clusions is questionable.
A situation encountered in this study serves as a
good ill11stration of the lack of information from true
rankings.

In the true rankings of functions by publics,

true ranks indicated that advisors and staff members had
identical rankings, the student activity first, followed in
order by journalism train.ing, internal communications,

journal of student opinion, and public relations for college.

Interpreting, one might say that advisors and staff

saw the student activity function as most important, and
administrators saw internal communications as most important.

That "most important': concept is the critical poir1t

here.

Finding the mode of actual "most important" rank.i..1gs

supplied tnor e information a.nd was more indicative of ac ~ual

perceptions than true rankings.

Comparing the true ra.llk-

ings just discussed with the data from this second ruethod

revealed. several intereating facts (refer to Table IX,
Chapt~. ~r

3).

While the mode for administrators was in ·" .., t

interna.l connnunications, so was the mode for ad·.!. ~o·c, ~· ( . .
does not agree v1i th the true ranking).

members, howeverp again agreed with

The

th~ t

mo~e

·:;r

ue ranking.

"ther, whi.l e these in fact \vere the modes for each gro

frequencies for all of the func.ticn-=:.
modes.

Th.is indicates spl:i 1. opinio: .

\"IC~"e

~·},e

very
tru

ra

L ~ ,.;,

- ; r .. f

Fu
... .

J?
did not allow this level of analysis.

F1nally, the second

method enabled statistical testing which was not possible
with the true ranking method.

Chapter 3
.

-.

RESULTS

The results of this study are summarized in this
chapter in the following seven sections:

(1) Comparative

Analysis of Journalism Programs to JCJA Standards, (2)
Objectives of Journalism Programs, (3) Functions of the
Student Newspaper, (4) Benefits of Student Newspaper Work,

(5) Staff Member Estimations of Journalism Training
Acquired Through Newspaper Work, (6) Student Motives for
Newspaper Staff

.~filiation,

and (7) Vocational Aspirations

of Staff Members.

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF JOURNALISM
PROGRM~S TO JCJA STANDARDS
The "Guidelines on Standards and Evaluation for
Transfer of Junior College Journalism Credits" set

by

the

Jt1nior College Journalism Association deal with three area ··,
journalism programs, courses, and course content; jnst uc

tor qualificatiorts; and facilities.

The scope of the

present research allowed comparisons in "the first tvo are'" •
~~aluation

Ve} 1ture •

of facilities, a more extensive and

exp ~ nJ-ve

is left to future 1... esearch.

In the area of journalism programs an . . c · r..;, ·
)8

J9
JCJA recommends twelve semester hours (or four courses)
from the following:

Introduction to Mass Communi cations,

Reporting I and II, Basic Editing, Photojournalism, Basic
Advertising, Introduction to Public Relations, Introduction
to Broadcasting, supervised publications work, and others
depending on the needs of the community.
A qualified instructor would have a master's degree
in journalism.

As a minimum standard, however, the Guide-

lit1es accept a Inaster's degree in another field with at
least eighteen semester hours of college journalism, or with
compensatory professional media experience, or successful
teaching experience in journalism, or with a satisfactory
combination of all thre.e. 25

The first three research questions dealt with the
adequacies and deficiencies of existing journalism programs.

Journalism curricula were analyzed by matching

course offeri11gs to the recommended courses and notirLg the
number of credit hours awarded per course and per program.
Instructors' qualifications were noted in terms of hi ,hest
degree attained, major area in journalism or number of
hours in college journalism, and amount and type of

·o·,_ #s

sional media experiance.
Research Question lr
corr~unity

To what extent do Florida

colleges meet JCJA Guidelines?

sents the status of

Florid~ cvr.~un~ty

programs in r -laticn to JCJA

Table III

college j

Standa~ds.

lly

5

J
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colleges (17.9 percent) offered a program evaluated as
acceptable by these

t.-~tandards.

In a lnajori ty of the

existing programs (57.1 percent) the instructor's creden·-

tials were adequate, but the course content of the program
was inadequate.

Or1ly l~ colleges (14.J percent) having an

inadequate curriculum also employed an instructor whose
qualifications did not meet standards.

Three schools (10.7

percent) offered no journalism program at all.
TABLE III
C0Iv11~1UNITY COLLE'GE
PROGRM~S IN RELATION

STA'I'US OF FLORIDA

JOURNALISM
TO JCJA STANDARDS, 1973

========~~================================:=====----Number
Percentage
Progl"atn StatuE

_______._. . . _._ 4·-----·---- . .,. .,_. ._.,._. . .__. . . ....._,_.,._,_______ ---

Meets Standards

5

Instructor acceptable,
Curriculum inadequa.te

16

Curriculum acceptable,
Instructor not qualified

0

o.o

i11F~G.equatu ~
Instructor not qu~li!ied

4

ll~. J

J

10. 7

Curriculurn

No

course~ of~erad

----···-----Raseat'ch Question 2'

meeting JCJA Standards?

Which colleges

of~ (~r

progr· :.n ~

To be assessed as accep . able, a

journalism program had to meet

standard~

.:~ t~l'' ,.

L

e-- a

curriculum and faculty qualifica+ions
state • s cornmuni ty colleges in each area io s

. : "'· .L zr: .
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Table IV.

Colleges assessed as "Yes"--acceptable--in both

areas were Broward Community College, Hillsborough Community College, Miami Dade Junior College (all campuses),
North Florida J~_ior College, and Valencia Community Col-

lege.

A complete breakdown of journalism Pl""Ogram content

and faculty

credentials is presented in Appendix B.

Research Question Js

What are the deficiencies in

colleges not meeting JCJA Standards?

The major factor

causing journalism programs to be, judged as not acceptable
was in the area of curriculum contentr

20 colleges (71.4

percent) failed to meet JCJA Standards, and 3 colleges
(10.7 percent) offered no journalism courses.

The lack of

a competent instructor was not a strong deficiency s
colleges (75 percent) employed teacl1ers judged as havitlg

adequate credentials {see Table III).
The fourth research question attempted to determine
the impact o£ JCJA Standards by measuring the growth of
Florida community college journalism curricula over the
two and a half year per·iod from April 1973 to December 19'15·
This was accomplished by cotnparing original data to th -

same data updated in 1975.

26

Research Question 4a

What

cha~ges

have occurred ·

community college journalism since JCJA Standards we e
established?

The number of programs acceptable ty J J

Sta'1dards incre:1~~ed to 8 (28, 6 pe.~. ~ e11t,, bi. t 19 r.. oll

(67, 9 pel"Cent)

EtiJ.~# diJ .uOt ntebt mi.n .. Um ,. ta ·, a d

c
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TABLE IV
STATUS OF INDIVIDUAL FLORIDA COMrJlUNITY COLLEGE
JOURNALISM PROGRAMS IN RELATION TO JCJA
. CURRICULlJM AND INSTRUCTOR STANDARDS

College

Curriculum

Brevard
Broward
Central Florida
Chipola
Daytona Beach
Edison
Florida Junior College
Florida Keys
Gulf Coast
Hillsborough
Indian River
Lake City

Lake Sumter
Manatee
Miami Dade
North Flor·ida
Okaloosa-\'lal ton

Palm Beach
Pasco-Hernando
Pensacola
Polk
St. Johns River
St.a Petersburg
Santa Fe

Seminole
South Irlorida.

Tallahassee
Valencia
~---.

Ke~

Yes
No

= Meets

=

Standards
Does not meet Standards

Instructor
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
ves

No

Yes
No
No
No

No
No

Xes

NO PROGRAM

No

Yes
No
No
No

NO PROGRAM

Yes
Yes
No
No

NO PROGRAM

No
No

No
No
No

Iio
NCI

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

No

No
Ye(j

Yes

Ye

J
college ().5 percent) continued to ignore journallsm in it·
The vast majority (71.4 pe .. cent)

course offerings.

·e e

deficient in their approach to journalism education.
square test of the cl1anges reflected in Table

1

revf.:ale

significant difference between the programs in April
and t11ose same prograras two and a l1alf years

l~ . t

A chi
·10

- ~ 7J

. •

ok·

ing at these changes f'rom an improvemer1t standiJoint alon ;

(Table VI), 15 programs remained the same, ru1d 2 colleges
reduced their offerings---1 causing its progrrun, which had
formerly been judgad 8cceptable, to join the number of programs not meeting JCJA Standards.
OBJ-ECTIVES OF JOURNALISN•

Th.e fiftt research

qu~stion

PROGR.~S

was posed to put in

perspecti·ve tile sta tu.s of j Ottrnalism programs and the

growth

01..

stagnation of those programs.

were asked in their

qu~stion

Administrators

8 to rate five objectives in

order of importance to their journalism program.
objectives werex

These

(1) OffeJ.' career experience, (2) Pro "ide

a liberal education, (.3) Development of journal i.s1n

(4) Foster appreciation of

ma~s

media, and (5) Teach

grammar and spelling.
Researcl1 Question

5z

\'lhat is the role of vh

journalism program within the community college
Tv1enty-one questtoni1air·es
r spnnses.

Ke~dall's

C011ta.:.

1ed ;>"

Coefficient

t

·

v ...

e 1

•
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T.ABLE V

CHANGES IN STATUS OF FL~RIDA CO~~UNITY COLLEGE
JOURNALISM PROGRAMS IN RELATION TO
JCJA STA..~DA1lDS BETWEEN

1973 Ai'lD 1975

19?3

Program Status

Number
Meets Standards
Does not meet
Standards
No

Percent

Number

Percent

5

1?.9

8

28.6

20

71.4

19

67.9

10.?

1

)eS

courses offered

x2 = J.l8;

p >

1975

.os
TABLE VI

EFFECT OF CURRICULillii CHANGE ON COMPARATIVE
STATUS OF FLORIDA CO~IDNITY COLLEGE
JOURNALISM PROG~1S TO
JCJA STAI'lDARDS

Curriculum
Change

Program Status

Number

Increased

Already acceptable

1

Increased

Now acceptable

4

Increased

Still inadequate

6

Decreased

Now inadequate

1

Decreased

Already inadequate

No change

None

Change in

s
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(W

= 0.563)

was significant statistically, which provided

justification for finding tne average ranking for each
objective '{Table VII).

Administrators generally considered

developing journalism skills to be the primary goal of
their journalism program,
TABLE VII

TRUE RANKINGS OF ADMINISTRATORS' OBJECTIVES
FOR JOURNALISM PROGRAMS
Objective

True
Rank

Sum
of Ranks

Develop journalism skills

29

1

Foster appreciation of mass media

55

2

Offer career experience

64

J

Provide a liberal education

69

4

Teach proper grammar and spelling

98

5

W = 0.563; z

= 1.624;

vl

= ).905,

v2

= 78.1;

p < .01

FUNCTIONS OF THE STUDENT NEWSPAPER
The sixth and seventh research questions sought t o
establish whether perceived functions of the student newr paper are affected by membership in a public or

d e~ endence

independence of a student newspaper with respect to the
journalism program.

Question 12 on the administrate s'

survey, question 10 on the advisors• survey,
on t!1e ot .:.f f

~· embers

and

qu

t o

• survey asked respondents to rat e ·

2
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functions and a possible teother" in order . of importance to
their student newspaper.

The functions werea

(1) Student

activity, ·(2) Internal communications, (J) Journal of student opinion,

<*>·~ournalism

training, and (5) Public

relations for college.
Research Question 6a

To what extent do adminis-

trators, advisors, and staff concur on the role of the
student newspaper?

Twenty-three administrator responses,

twenty-three advisor responses, and sixty-eight staff member responses were properly answered and were 5 therefoze,
usable.

Since significant agreement existed within all

publics, tlte true rankings of each public were tabulated
(Table VIII).

Administrators generally ranked internal

communications first.

On the other hand, advisors and

staff saw the most important function of the stude11t newspaper as a student activity.
While this true ranking approach offers an "average
or pooled estimate" 2 7 of a group's ranking of several
items, it is not possible to assess whether differences in

priorities between groups are significant.

Further,

s~nce

these average rankings are in essence mean rankings, an

item with a true ranking of 1 is not necessarily the it m
that tnost members in the group actually judge as the mo

important.

Therefore, the frequency of first ranking

tallied for aach function.

These data not only ena

chi square test of differences betv1een public.,

bu.,

ed a

Sum of
Ranks
Rank

True
Sum of
Ranks
Tru e
Rank

Advisorsb
Ranks

S.um of

Rank

True

1
2

4

5

Internal c mmunications

Journal of student opinion

Stude."lt 2.c-'·i vi ty

Public relations for
college
104

57

65

61

58

5

1

4

3

2

265

161

2)0

187

177

5

1

4

3

2

= 265.99;

p < .01

d,fuen the stm of the ranks assigned to two items are equal, the two i+ems are
· the sum of the squares of the ranks assigned to each, the smaller sum of
s b ng -~nked ahead of the other.28 In this case. the sum of squares for jour- ain~ng = 20~ ~ e sum of squares for journal of studen~ opinion = :99.

cumber of judges- 68; W- 0.197; z = 1 • .3998; vl- 3 . 97, v2

aNumber of judges - 2J; W- 0 . 262; z = 1 . 0275; v 1 - .J . 91J, v 2 - 86.o86; p < .01
1>Nlmber of judges- 23; W- 0 . 297; z = 1.1147; v 1 - .3.913, v2- 86.086; p < .01

3

Journalism training

------------------------------------~------------------------------------------------

Functi,.,l1

Administrators a

~=-=-==============~====================~~===================================

TRUE R~~KING S OF STUDENT NEWSPAPER FUNCTIONS
BY An~INISTRATORS, ADVISORS, AND STAFF

TABLE VIII

48

also provided a modal average which indicated functions
actually chosen as tnost important.

As shown in Table IX, a plurality of both administrators and adv-i sors (JO. 5 percent), or the mode, per-

ceived internal communications as the primary function of
their student newspaper, while the greatest number, or
mode, of staff members

(41~2

role as a student activity.

percent) chose the newspaper's
Journalism training was the

second most frequently ranked function for both administrators (26.1 percent) and staff (J0.9 percent).

For

advisors • the student activity function was second in fre-·
quency (26.1 percent).

It should be noted, however, that

·the number of first rankings was nearly the same for every
function except public relations, which was least often
chosen ·oy all three publics with large raargins.

For statistical purposes, frequencies associated
with each

non~journalism

function were combined, and these

data along with journalism training frequencies tranglated
into a contir1gency table (Table X).

The differences be

tween pttblics were not significant statistically.

The

majority of a~inistrators (73~9 percent), advisors (78.)
percent), and staff (69.1 percent) perceived a function
other than journalism training to be the primary function
their student newspaper.
Research Question ? '

Is the . e a correLatio,. be

tween a student newspaper's dependence or ind pen .r

6

7

5
4
1

Internal communications

Journal of student opinion

Student activity

Public relations for college

Number

Journalism training

Function

0

6

17.4
4.J

5

21.?

7

5

26.1
)0.5

Number

28

4

26.1

o.o

4

11

JO.S
21 . 7

21

Number

21.7

Perce11t

Advisors

Percent

Administrators

41.2

5-9

16.1

)0.9

Percent

Staff

~===================================================================================

PRIMARY FUNCTIONS OF STUDENT NEWSPAPER AS PERCEIVED
BY ADMINISTRATORS, ADVISORS, AND STAFF

TABLE IX

p > • o5

17

All other functions

x2 = o•84;

6

Number

Journalism training

Function

7).9

26.1

Percent

Administrators

18

5

Number

78.J

21.7

Percent

Advisors

47

21

Number

Percent

Staff

IMPORTANCE OF JOURNALISM TRAINING FUNCTION OF STUDENT NEWSPAPER
AS COMPARED TO ALL OTHER FUNCTIONS CO~lliiNED

TABLE X

0

\1\
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.

respect to the journalism program and the perceived role
of the student newspaper?

Administrators, advisors, and

staff members were each dichotomized by the dependence or
independence of
associated~

th~

student newspaper with which they were

The true rankings of each subgroup were then

calculated (Table XI).

For two of three publics--advisors

and staff--the deper1de1fC subgroups tended to rate the
journalism training :function most highly.

Both independent

subgroups gave the greatest emphasis to some other function,
and both rated journalism training fourth in importance.
Dependent administrators also tended to give journalisn1
training greater impo tance than did the independent subgroup, but both subgroups saw another function as·having
the primary role.
Frequencies of first rankings were also tallied to
determine the mode for dependent and independent groups
(Table XII) and subgroups (Tables XIII, XIV, and XV).

As

shown in Table XII, while a plurality, or the mode, associated with both dependent and independent newspapers accompanied the non-journalism functiot1s, a significantly
greater tluznber of persons associated with a dependent newspaper pltt prime irnportance on the journalism training aspect of the newspaper than persons in the independent

group.

Breaking these frequencies down by public

hovs tne

same significant differences for administrators (TabJe XI. )
and staff (Table XV) e

While the differu ·1ces for a

r

or

1

4

5

Journal of student opinion

Student activity

Public relations for college

.

2

Internal communications

- Dependent subgroup
- Independent subgroup
= Number of judges

J

(m=l5)

D

Journalism training

Function

5

2

J

5

2

4

J

5

2

1

3

4

1

4
1

I
. (m=8)

D
{m==l5)

Advisors

I
(m=8)

Administrators

ADMINISTRATOR, ADVISOR, AND STAFF TRUE RANKINGS OF
STUDENT NEWSPAPER FUNCTIONS-DEPENDENT AND INDEPENDENT
SUBGROUPS

TABLE XI

5

2

4

J

1

(m=51)

n

I

5

1

J

2

4

(m=l7)

Staff

SJ
TABLE XII

IMPORTANCE OF JOURNALISM TRAINING FUNCTION OF
STUDENT NEWSPAPER COMPARED TO ALL OTHER
FUNCTIONS AS PERCEIVED BY
DEPENDENT AND INDEPENDENT

GROUPS
---------------------------------------------------~

Fu11ction

Dependent

Independent

Number Percent

Number Percent

Journalism training

30

)7.0

2

6.1

Other functions

.51

6).0

Jl

93.9

x2 = 11.24;

p < .01

Breakdo\m cf ••other Functions"

13

16.0

12

;6.4

8

9.9

6

18.1

Student activity

26

)2.1

12

)6.4

Public relations

4

s.o

1

J.O

Internal communications
Journal of student
opinion

54

TABLE XIII
IMPORTANCE OF JOURNALISM TRAINING FUNCTION OF
STUDENT NEWSPAPER COMPARED TO ALL OTHER
.
FUNCTIONS AS PERCEIVED BY
ADMINISTRATOR DEPENDENT
AND INDEPENDENT

SUBGROUPS
Depe11dent

Function

· Journalistn training
Other f.u11ctions

x2 = 4. JB ;

p

Independent

Number

Percent

6

40.0

0

o.o

9

60.0

8

100.0

20.0

4

so.o

Number

Percent

< ., o5
Breakdown of "Other Functions"

Internal communications
Journal of student
opinion

3

2060

2

25.0

Student activity

2

2

25.0

Public relations

1

lJ.J
6.?

0

o.o

--
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TABLE XIV

IMPORTANCE OF JOURNALISM TRAINING FUNCTION OF
STUDENT NEWSPAPER COMPARED TO ALL OTHER
FUNCTIONS AS PERCEIVED BY
ADVISOR DEPENDENT
AND INDEPENDENT

SUBGROUPS

Dependent
Functio11

Journalism training
Other functions
2

X

= O. 56;

Independent

Number

Percent

Number

4

26.7

1

11

7J,J

7

Percent

p > • 05

Breakdown of "Other Functions"

)7.5

Internal commtlnications

4

26.7

Journal of student
opinion

2

lJ.J

J

37.5

Student activity

·s

JJ,J

1

12.5

Public relations

0

o.o

0

o.o

56
TABLE XV
IMPORTANCE OF JOURNALISI4 TRAINING FUNCTION OF

STUDENT NEWSPAPER COMPARED TO ALL OTHER
FUNCTIONS AS PERCEIVED BY
STAFF DEPENDENT
AND INDEPENDENT

SUBGROUPS

Dependent

Function

Independent

Number

Percent

Number

Journalism training

20

J9.2

1

5.9

Other functions

31

60.8

16

94.1

x2

= 6.62;

Percent

p < .05

Breakdown of "Other Functions"
6

11.8

5

29.4

3

5.9

1

5.9

Student activity

19

37.2

9

52.9

Public relations

J

5.9

1

5.9

Internal communications
Journal of student
•

•

opJ.n~on
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were not significant, the results show the same trend
(Table XIV).

Finally, it is significant to note that the journalism training function was the mode of all dependent subgroups, except advisors, before functions were combined for

statistical analysis.

On the other hand, journalism

training was never the 1node for· any independent subgroup.

These data imply that student newspapers dependent

on a journalism program are more likely to be perceived as
a journalism training device than student newspapers which
operate independently of a jo·Ltrnalism program.

BENEFITS OF STUDENT NEWSPAPER WORK
The eighth and ninth research questions investigated the effect of rn&mbership in a public or dependence-

independence of the student newspaper on perceptions of
the benefits students derive from their participation on
the newspaper staff.

Administrators' question lJ, advisors•

question 11, and staff members' question J consisted of
rating six benefits artd a possible "other" in order of

greatest benefit.

The benefits suggested were a

(1) Dev . 1-·

opment of journalism skills r (2) Augment a libe:·al edu ·

cation, (3) Career experience, (4) Gain

apprec~. atio

of

mass media, (5) Being wjth friends, and (6) Learning pr o
grannnar artd spelling o

Research Question Bz

To what extent do ad ·

~
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trators, advisors, and staff concur on the benefits to be
derived from student newspaper \'JOrk?

The responses from

eighteen administrators, twenty advisors, and sixty-eight

staff members

were~sable.

All publics were in significant

agreement; therefore, true rankings could be calculated.
As Table XVI demonstrates, the true ranking of the primary
benefit for all publics was the development of journalism
skills.

Both advisors' and staff n1embers' second ranking

was t.he closely related. benefit of career experie11ce, while

administrators' second ranking was the less esoteric benefit of augmenting a liberal education.
raruced either

~he

All three publics

opportunity for a student to interact

with his friends or to learn and

us~

good English as least

beneficial.
To determine tl1e mode of the benefits ranked most
important, the same procedure used to answer research

questions 6 and 7 was followed.

The frequency of first

rankings was tallied for each benefit.

The majority of

administrators (66.7 percent), advisors (60.0 percent), and
staff (54.4 percent) ranked the development of a

student~s

journalism skills as the greatest benefit of student newspaper work (Table XVII).

As also observed in the true

rankings, no public perceived being with friends or learning gramrnar and spellir1g as substantial benefits.
To assure adequate expected frequencies

asso~iat

with the chi square test of a contingency table, ..J. " ·u en-

d

= 18;

= 1.468;

v1

94

= 4.4889,

5
v2

= 8).113:

J24

p < .01

6

5

2

.3
4

1

Rank

True

d,fuen •he sum of the ranks assignen to two items are equal, the two items are
ranked b~~ the stm of the squares of the ~gnks assigned to each, the smaller sum of
s t 'es eing ranked ane~d of the other. ~ In this case, the sum of squares for career~
_e
ce = 198, '-·~ - e sum of squares for gain appl'ecia"tion of mass media = 214.
"'

bNumber of judges - 20; W = 0.574; z = 1.621; v 1 = 4.9, vz = 93.1; p < .01
cNt1mber of judges - 68; W = 0.)96; z = 0.7166; v 1 = 4.97, v 2 = JJ2.99: p < .01

aNumber of judges

5

.322

6

Learning grammar and spellJ.ng

11.3

Being with friends

18.3

257

222

120

Ranks

Sum of

2

56

4
6

Career experience

J

59

2.

Augment liberal education

1

Rank

True

4

35

Sum of
Ranks

Advisorsb

63

J

1

Rank

True

W = 0.526; z

Sum of
Ranks

Gain appreciation of mass
media

skills

Development of journalism

Benefit .

Administrators a

TRUE RANKINGS OF BENEFITS OF STUDENT NEWSPAPER WORK
BY ADMINISTRATORS, ADVISORS, AND STAFF

TABLE XVI

2
2

0
0

Career experience

Being with friends

Learning grammar and spelling

12

Augment liberal education

skills
2

jou~alism

Number

Gain appreciation of mass media

Development of

Benefit

12

66.7

0

0

1

. 11.1

o.o
o.o

20.0

4

11.1

o.o
o.o

5"0

15.0

60.,0

Percent

3

11.1

Number

Advisors

Percent

Administrators

2

5

15

6

.3

37

Ntmber

2.9

7.4

22.1

8.8

4.4

54.4

0

0\

Percant

Staff

=================================================================================--

BY ADMINISTRATORS, ADVISORS, AND STAFF

PR.IMARY BENEFITS OF STUDENT NE\vSPAPER WORK AS PERCEIVED

TABLE XVII
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cies for journalism training and the closely related career
experience benefit were combined as were the frequencies
for all remaining benefits.
XVIII.
publics.

n~

There were

These data comprise Table

significant differences between

The majority of administrators (7?.8 percent),

advisors (65.0 percent), and staff

(?6.5 percent) believed

the greatest benefits a student could derive from his
efforts on the student newspaper were journalism training/
career-oriented.

Furthermore, .the total frequency for the

journalism-oriented benefits, disregarding the public
factor, was significantly greater statistically than for
the other benefits combined (see footnote "a" in Table
XVIII).-

Research Question 9:

Is there a correlation be-

tween a stu·dent newspaper 0 s dependence or independence with
respeqt to the journalism program and the benefits perceived to be derived from the student newspaper experience?
Administrators, advisors, and staff members were each
dichotomized by the dependence or independence of the student newspaper with which they were associated.

The true

rankings of each subgroup were then calculated (Table XIX).
By the true

rar~ing

method, the subgroup of every public,
,

dependent and independent, chose the development of journalism skills as the greatest be11efi t.

Both the dependen-c

and independent subgroups of staff members ranked career
experience second.

Career experience had an average ran

0

??.8

22.2

14

4

--

·-

ax2 = 80.6;

p <.. 01

Percent

Number

Administrators

7

13

Number

35.0

65.0

Percent

Advisors

16

52

Number

2) • .5

76.5

Percent

Staff

JOURNALISM BENEFITS OF STUDENT NEWSPAPER WORK COMPARED
TO ALL NON-JOURNALISM BENEFITS

...,
r- = 1.42; p > .05

Non-journalism

Journalism

Benefit

•

TABLE XVIII

27

79

Number

25.5

74.5

Percent

s

s

s

Learning grammar and spelling

subgroup
I - Independent subgroup
- Nu ber of judges

= Dependent

6

6

6

Being with friends

D

2

3

3

5

6

3

2

4 '

Career experience

4

2

1

4

Augment liberal education

OF

I
(m=6)

J

2

4

Gain appreciation of mass media

1

(m=lJ)

D

1

I
(m=4)

Advisors

1

(m=l4)

D

Administrators

SUBGROUPS

DEPENDENT AND INDEPENDENT

Development of j ournaliszn skills

Benefit

RAI~INGS

BENEFITS OF STUDENT NEWSPAPER WORK--

AD!VIINISTRATOR, ADVISOR 0 ..6.ND STAFF TRUE

TABI,E XIX

5

6

2

I.}

3

6

5

2

4

;·

1

(m=l8)

(mF50)
1

I

D

Staff
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of 3 for both subgroups of administrators.

The dependent

subgroup of advisors ranked career experience second, while

the indepenqent subgroup ranked career experience

thi~d.

Frequencies_of first rankings were also computed to
establish the mode for dependent and independent groups

(Table XX) and subgroups (Tables XXI, XXII, and XXIII).
Table XX shows that while a majority of individuals associated with both dependent and independent newspapers

·ranked a journalism training/career benefit first, a significantly greater number in the dependent group valued the
newspaper as an extension of journalism education.
Dividing these frequencies by public revealed less

significant trends'for two of the three publics.

The

majority of administrators (Table XXI) valued the journalism-oriented benefits most, but there were no significant differences between the dependent and independent
subgroups.

The differences between advisor subgroups were

likewise statistically insignificant, although the dependent majority disagre€d with the independent majority on
benefits.

The majority of dependent advisors ranked

·~

e

jo1.t1"nalis1n-oriented be11efits first. while the n1ajority of

independent advisors chose a non-journalism benefit.

The

'

significance of the overall differences (Table XX) can
be explained by the significance and trend in the thi

publics

Forty-three staff members (86 percent) in the

dependent subgroup ranked the journalism-ori

ted b

i

b~st
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TABLE XX

JOURNALISM BENEFITS OF STUDENT NEWSPAPER WORK
COMPARED TO NON-JOURNALISM BENEFITS
AS PERCEIVED BY DEPENDENT AND
INDEPENDENT GROUPS
Dependent

Benefits

Independent

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

Journalism

63

81 . 8

16

.Non... journalism

14

18.2

lJ

55.2
44.8

x2 = 7.84;

p

< .01
Breakdown of "Journalism" Benefits

Journalism skills

48

62.)

lJ

44.8

Career experience

15

19.5

J

10.)

Breakdown of

11

Non-jOUl:'nalism" Benefits

Appreciation of mass
media

7

9.1

1

;.s

Liberal education

4

8

27.6

Be with t·riends

1

5.2
l.J

4

1).8

Gra.mmar and spelling

2

2.6

0

o.o
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TABLE XXI

JOURNALISM BENEFITS OF STUDENT NEWSPAPER WORK
COMPARED TO NON-JOURNALISM BENEFITS AS
PERCEIVED BY ADMINISTRATOH
DEPENDENT AND INDEPENDENT
SUBGROUPS
Dependent

Benefits

Journalism

Non-journalism

x2 = 1 • 49 ;

p

Independent

Number

Percent

Number

10

71.4

4

100.0

4

28.6

0

o.o

Percent

> • o5
Brea~kdown

of: "Journalismn Benefits

Journalism skills

8

57ol

4

100.0

Career experience

2

14.J

0

o.o

Brealtdown of "Non-journalism" Benefits

--Appreciation of mass
media

2

14.3

0

Liberal education

2

14.)

0

Be with friends

0

0

Grc.tn1mar and spelling

0

o.o
o.o

0

o.o
o.o
o.o
o.o

TABLE XXII

JOURNALISM BENEFITS OF STUDENT NEWSPAPER WORK
COMPARED TO NON-JOURNALISM BENEFITS
AS PERCEIVED BY ADVISOR DEPENDENT
AND INDEPENDENT

SUBGROUPS
Dependent

Benefits

Journalism
Non-journalism

x2 = 2.16;

Independent

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

10

76.9

J

42.9

3

2).1

4

5'7.1

> .05

p

Breakdovm of nJournalism" Benefits

-Journalism skills

9

69.2

J

42.9

Car eel"' experl.ence

1

?.7

0

o.o

.

Breakdown of "Non-journalism" Benefits
Appreciation of mass
media

J

2).1

0

o.o

Liberal education

0

4

5?.1

Be with friends

0

0

0,0

Grrunmar and spelling

0

o.o
o.o
o.o

0

o.o
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TABLE XXIII
JOURNALISM BENEFITS OF STUDENT NEWSPAPER WORK
COMPARED TO NON-JOURNALISft! BENEFITS

AS PERCEIVED BY STAFF DEPENDENT
Al'~D

INDEPENDENT

SUBGROUPS
Dependent

Benefits

Journalism
Non-journalism
2
X =

9.71;

p <

Independent

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

4J

86.0

9

1

14~r0

9

so.o
so.o

.01

Breakdown of "Journalism" Benefits
Journalism skills

31

62.0

6

career experience

12

24.0

3

·Breakdown of "Non-jou :nalism" Benefits

Appreciation of mass
media

2

4.0

1

5.6

Liberal education

2

4.0

4

22.2

Be with friends

1

2.0

4

22 . 2

Grammar and spelling

2

~~.

0

o.o

0

first. while only 9 (50 percent) of the independent subgroup ranked the journalism benefits first.

Not only was

this difference statistically significant, but the size of
the staff sa.n1ple was_ sufficiently large to overwhelm the

data from the administrator and advisor samples.

Theso data indicate that the most frequently perceived value of student newspaper work is as a vehicle of
journalism training/career experience.

Only in the stu-

.dent sample did the dependence of a student newspaper on a
j oul~nalisin prograzn significantly increase the newspaper • s

perceived value as an extension of journalism education.
STllF'F MEI\ffiER EST!f\'IATIONS OF JOURNALISM

TRAINING ACQUIRED THROUGH
NEV~SPAPER

Th.e

WORK

tenth research question evaluated staff mem-

bers• esteem for the student newspaper as a form of
rlalisrn

JO·~

and was an attempt to determine whether

edt~cation

dependent newspapers provide, in students• opinions, greater

instructio11 in the journalism skills than independent
papers. · Question

4 on the staff survey askedt

the follov1ing ·oest describes

~lour

new~

''Which of

estimation of your

wo~k

on tl1e student newspaper in gaining a knowledge of and

experience in the basic journalism skills (reporting, cditirlg ~ writing) . H
choices

of

The respondents were offered mult i ple

star1dard scale ratingss

(1) Very bene:ricial.

(2) Fairly beneficial, (3) Neither beneficial nor

, r r J.rt

70

less, (4) Fairly worthless, (5) Very worthless.
Research Question 10:

Does the dependence or

independence of a student newspaper with respect to the
journalism program affect staff members' perceptions of the
journalism educational value of their newspaper experience?
Seventy-eight staff questionnaires contained completed and
usable responses.

staff members

As shown in Table XXIV, 72 of the 78

(9~.3

percent) considered the journalism

·training that they received from their newspaper work as
beneficial.

No respondent felt that his newspaper work was

at all worthless.

These data were so completely skewed

that the research question could not be answered.

Staff

members considered newspaper work an effective means of
journalism training.
TABLE XXIV

STAFF MEMBER ESTIMATIONS OF VALUE OF
NEWSPAPER WORK FOR
JOURNALISM TRAINING

?1
STUDENT MOTIVES FOR NEWSPAPER
STAFF AFFILIATION
Staff members were asked in their question 6 to
explain their

reas~~for

choices provided werea

joining the newspaper staff.

The

(1) Requirement for a course, (2)

Rewards of a student activity, (J) Wanted to learn or apply
journalism skills, (4) Other (Please specify),
Research Question llr

Do students join the news-

·paper staff to learn journalism skills?
spondents provided usable answers.
were statistically significant.

Seventy-four re-

The results obtained

Table XXV illustrates that

the majority of staff members sought affiliation to learn

or apply journalism skills (69 percent)e

Eight students

were seeking a student activity, and 2 were required to
work by a courser.

The 13 students providing reasons of

their own mentioned:

work experience, monetary rewards,

personal enrichment, needed a course or credit, use photographic

skills~

peer

pre~sure,

and 1 student set out to

improve the newspaper.

VOCATIONAL ASPIRATIONS OF
STAFF MEMBERS

Staff 1ncmbers were asked by their question 7 whetl.e·. .

they plaru1ed to enter the field of journalism as a career
and if that decision was influenced by their college newspaper experience.

72
TABLE XXV

RESPONDENT MOTIVATIONS FOR NEWSPAPER
STAFF AFFILIATION
Motive

I~umber

Percentage

Course req11irement

2

3

Student activity

8

11

51

69

13

17

Learn or

apply · journ~lism

skills

Other

x2 = 79.4;

-p

< .01
Breakdown of

11

0ther"

Work experience

4

s.J

Monetary rewards

2

2.6

2

2.6

Needed a credit or course

2

2.6

Use photographic skills

1

Friend persuaded

1

To improve paper

1

l.J
l.J
l.J

Per·sonal enrichrnent and

satisfaction

?J
Research Question 12a

Are journalism students in-

fluenced in their careers by their college newspaper expe-

rience?

Seventy-eight staff members provided usable re-

sponses.

Table XXVI shows the breakdown of these answers

with respect to career choice.

The majority of staff mem-

bers (56.4 percent) were fledgl i ng journalistso

Of those

44 journalists, 30 (68.2 percent) were already decided
about their career choice when they joined the staff, and
·only 14 (31.8 percent) were convinced by their affiliation

to pttrsue journalism as a vocation.
TABLE XXVI

VOCATIONAL ASPIRATIONS OF

STAFF

Number

Percentage

Yes

44

No

19

56.4
24.4

Undecided

15

19.2

Yes

14

)1.8

l~o

JO

68.2

J4uture in Journalism

x2 = 19.001;

p < .01

Newspa.per Work Influenced Decision

x2

- 1.46;

p >

.05
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s~veral

of the students indicating that college was

not their chief influence in vocational choice offered personal explanations for their decision to pursue journalism
as a career.

The

~\!O

n1ost frequently cited factors were

high school newspaper work and previous work experience on
a local commercial newspaperc
While these results show that more students were

prompted

by some . influence other than their college news-

. paper wol. lt to e11ter the field of journalism, the newspaper
experience was the factor in almost a third of the cases.
This is too large a percentage to conclude that work on the
student newspaper does not have any influence.

Chapter 4

DISCUSSION
This study investigated three facets of jourr1alistn
in Florida's community colleges--the formal program of
journalism

instruction~

dent journalist.

the student newspaper, and the stu-

The twelve questions underlying this re-

search venture are discussed in this chapter with respect
to those

topics~

Since one method of analysis used in this

study is not one of the most commonly used

i11

research of

this type, this chapter also comments on the appropriateness
of its application.
JOURNALISM

PROGR~dS

The results of research questions 1 through 4 can
be sumntarized briefly:
1~

The vast majority of journalism programs in

Florida ·c ommunity colleges were not acceptable by JCJA
Standards.

2.

Only five colleges had adequate programs and

well-staffed faculties&

(a) Brevard Community College,

(b) Hillsborough Com1nuni ty College, (c) ~1aimi Dade Junior

Colleget (d) North Florida Junior College, and (e) Val n ·
Community College.

75

?6

J.

While most colleges (75 percent) employed

instructors with sufficient expertise in the field of
journalism, an even greater number (82 percent) offered an
inadequate or no curriculum.

4.

Thus far, JCJA Standards seem to have had

little overall impact on the content of journalism programs
The ultimate intent of the JCJA Standards is to
.•

equalize the quality of community college journalism education with the first two years at four-year colleges and
u.niv·ersi ties to facilitate and enable equitable transfer
between institutions.

But to conclude, based on the

results of this study, that journalism education in
Flo~ida's

community colleges is deficient and on a lower

level than programs in four-year colleges and universities,
as Smith attempted to do,3° would be ludicrous.

It would

ignore the fact .that community colleges are not simply tne
first t\vo years of a four-year
t~rpe

Ul'li versi ty,

but a distinct

of educational i11sti tution, and would also assume

without question thata
1.

Journalism programs at the

comrnt~ni ty

college

level should function in exactly the same capacity as programs at four-year institutions.
2~

JCJA Standards should be accepted at f· ce v

since they \vere promulgated and approved by res ,
nizations dedicated to quality in

jour11ali ~r

Whilf;. it is not the purpose of thi

c·~ed o

e u
dis~ ~ u

,e

ue

?7
refute these assumptions, it is necessary to put them in
perspective.

The community college is just that, a spe-

cial institution that 1nust respond to a great variety of
student 11eeds,

de~~rrnined by

the "community" the college

serves, as completely as possible.
of the overall student

bo~

Consequently, the good

and community must be con-

sidered ahead of the interests of one small faction.

This

suggests that perhaps in the area of journalism educatio
the connnuni ty college--a 'kind of "jack of all trades"--

cannot be looked on as simply the first two years of a
four-year institution.

Secondly, while the two organizatio11s most responsible for generating these

Standards~

the Junior Coll ge

Journalism Association and the Association for Educatior1 in

Journalism, are two of the most highly regarded professional concerns .in journalism education, this does not sig-

nify that their Standards are without problems and "solve
the credit transfer problem."3l

While the Standards refer-

ence content of courses, the emphasis is clearly on a
tv1elve-hour total program paralleling four-year

chool ~·.

n

light of t!'te character of the community college, it is sug ·

gested that this may not be feasible and that the emphasis
would be more realistic at the course level.

Most com-

nluni ty college r;rograms of journalism education have not

developed to the same point as established schnola of
journalism in major

'l ..1iversi ties,

but v. -J at co. u11
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can afford the same dedicated full-time faculties.

It is

characteristic of the community college to rely on the col-

lege's community or public relations specialist, a professor in some other area who has some background in jour
nalism, or a professional journalist from within the com-

munity to teach one or two courses.

This could explain the

acceptable qualifications, by JCJA Standards, of the great
percentage of instructors involved in the programs studied.
The present comparative analysis only begins to
scratch the surface in evaluating journalism education in
Florida's community colleges.

The results must be qual-

ified by the fact that JCJA Standards are intended to be
used in consultation with an advisory board from the Florida JCJA, and not used strictly as a comparative checklist,
This research offers a picture of the current offerings of
community colleges in the field of journalism with a comparison to the only existing Standards.

It demonstrates

clearly the need for further research, especially at the
course level, which was not in the scope of this study.
One such effort has already been initiated by the State of
Florida.

Sin~e

1971, the Department of Education has a -

sembled task forces of faculty members in all di ... cipline
to develcp a taxonoroy
cipli11~s.

o~ knowl~dge

Known as the "State\\·ide

Corruno~1

Couroe Desig-

its goaJ. is to i

· "'r~nto

y

curricular offerings of nll post secondary :t.nsJ

tio

~

r1ation and Ntunbering

Project~"

in their respective di

i

?9

the state.

Courses comparable in content are assigned the

same prefix and number; unique courses are assigned a
unique prefix and number.J 2 As with the JCJA Standards,
the purpose is to

~nable

equitable transfer, but between

all areas of univer·si ty level education, not just be weeJ
community colleges and

four~year

institutions nor just in

the discipline of mass communications.

Due to several pro-

hibitive factors including cost and time, this effort is nowhere near complete in terms of evaluation of all schools,
courses, and disciplines.
Tl1e fifth research question was closely related to

the first four in that it was thought that there might be
a l'elations:hip between the general acceptability of journalism programs and the objectives administrators perceived
for the curriculum they offered.
leges offered unacceptable

If the majority of col-

progr~s.

then perhaps admin-

istrators felt the chief purpose of the journalism program
v1as to round out the college's offerings rather than to

develop the journalism skills of aspiring journalists.
Gothbe~g

had compared the opinions of

faculti ~

,

students, and professional media people and found that nost
groups

i11

fctct sa.w the principal function of cotnmuni ty col

lege journalism as extending a general education

students believ~d journalism training was important

Onl"

JJ

results of this qttestio11 disa.greed with Gothberg's re.,

and did not support the proposed rel tionship.

The a

n

.
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istrators queried ranked journalism training first.
Providing a liberal education was ranked fourth.

These data do not indicate that community college
administrators are .dedicated to a sound jO\lrnalism program.

It only denotes a recogn1tion of journalism courses as a
means to a journalism education end rather than a liberal

education end.

Hopefully this signifies at least an open

mind to journalism education,

The success of JCJA or any

other stoo1dards lies with the cognizance of and desire for
quality journalism education by the college.

The JCJA

Standards are designed to be used along with the guidance of

a localized consultant board.
~Y ~he

But the board must be invited

community college journalism instructor and his

administrator before actir1g

capacityoJ

4

i11

its consul tati"le/evaluative

If the community college does not perceive the

need for such consultation or standards, any outside effort
is meaningless and ineffective.

While the results of this

question provide hope, they do not imply dedication.

In

research of this type, there is no way to judge whether a

ranking of this nature indicates true dedication to the objective or just the acceptable response.

THE STUDENT NEWSPAPER
In v-;ortlcing with data for both functioz1s and bene

of the student newspaper, two methods of
ysis were usedt

Kendall's .. t,;ef: ic.;er1

stat~st

cal

~

t

l-
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subsequent true rankings and chi square testing of a contingency table of frequencies of first rankings.

The

second method was not originally planned, but limitations
of the true ranking method that became apparent in its
application suggested the need for an alternate method.

It

was decided that since almost the entire population of each
group was represented , a more accurate interpretation of
data· would be to analyze the number of times functions/
benefits were actually ranked first; i.e., the mode was
thought to be a more accurate
rarili:ingso"

indic~tor

than "average

ThereforeD the discussion which follows is based

on the second method.
Functions of t·he Student
!!ewspaper
The first test of function was against membership in
a public .

Pennington had reported that men1bership did in-

deed affect a person ' s perception of the functions of the
college press, with all publics except administration perceiving her cotnmercial_ press function as the primary func-

tion and administrators ranking house organ in first place.
Lack of definition in her abstract and unavailability of her
thosis prevent an understanding of the exact meaning of each
function.

It is r·elevru1t that Pennington's results showed

jourr1alism trair1ing
pri:uc:U-t:y· fu11ctior1~~

We· ~ 110t

perceived by any public

as a

35 McGuin.ness, while lacking s1gnif. cant

resul to 1 I" f. "t; ~~~~~d a t _11dency by both administrato't1s an -
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advisors to rank journalism training first.J 6
The results of this thesis, in agreement with
Pennington's study, cleaxly show that the primary role of

the student

newsp~per

journalism training.

is not seen by any public to be
Rather, the paper fulfills a variety

of internal extra-curricular functions (student activity.
internal communications, journal of student opinion).
Introducing a new situation, that of the relationship of dependence-independence of the student newspaper
to the perception of function, this research revealed that
dependence ... independet1Ce was a significant
ceptions.

indica·~or

of per-

When a newspaper is a laboratory for a jour-

nalisnl course or clas.s credit is awarded for work, the

newspaper's educational role is more likely to be recognized.

This does not mean, however, that students asso-

ciated with dependent newspaper actually derive more journalism training: it only indicates greater recognition of

that f nction.
Benefits of Student Newspaper
Work
Consistent with Pasqua's results~J? which were
based solely on a student sample, the majority of all thre
publics queried in this investigation felt that the
greatest benefit of student newspaper work was the deve
opment of journalism skills (Table XVII, page 60).

Tl .i.

is an interesting note, since most publics saw he ch rf

8J

.

function of the newspaper as something other than jouxnalism training.

Though this might seem inconsistent, two

points must be noted.

First, respondents coula conceivably

have ranked what they felt was the most valuable benefit
rather than the benefit most likely derived.

Secondly,

while function deals with service to the entire college,
the benefits were those derived by the newspaper staff.
Therefore, the benefits to the college are not necessarily
the same as those for one special group,

Regarding the test of dependence-independence, for
every subgroup, independent
advisors~

independent
the mode,

a~d

dependent, except the

the journalism training benefit was

Only in the student sample did the dependenc

cf

a student newspaper significantly increase the newspaper's
perceived value for journalism training.
staffers chose a

non~journalism

Independent

benefit as frequently as

they chose journalism skills or career experience.

Perhaps

this indicates a more realistic, first-hand point of view.
Research question 10 attempted to measure the
degree of value of the newspaper for developing journalis
skills, based on dependence-independence,
could not be

answer~d

The question

because almost every staff member

questioned regarded the journalism training they rec i e
via their newspaper experience as beneficial.

It co ld

interpreted that all respondents considered newspaper
an effective

~eans

of journalism training, howe,er, ··io

e
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explanations are suggested for

1.

t1~1t:se

skewed results,

The question could have been loaded, inferring

to students that they did receive training and setting
them up to answer

~~sitively.

What gain, no matter how

minute, would be rated as worthless.

2.

The staff members' allegiance and subjectivity

could have precluded an accurate judgment.

What student

could justify having spent his own time and effort on the
newspaper staff if he felt th.at he had not reaped any benefits from the

experience~

STUDENT MOTIVATIONS AND ASPIRATIONS
Deaver prefaced his study with the assertion that
the first two years of collegiate study influence a student
in his career.J8 The final research questions were designed to test Deaver's assumption relative to the student
newspapere

The majority (69 percent) of students joined

the newspaper staff for journalism training or experience
(Table XXV, page 72).

A significantly greater number of

staff members (56.4 percent) intended to pursue a career
in journalism than those looking to other fields or undecided about a career (Table XXVI, page 73).

It is inter-

esting to r1ote. however, that 68 percent of the students

planning careers in journalism were already decided before

their

ne~spaper

experience.

'.'n1ile the3e results ind.icate that most co

1T'lUnl. ·

as
college journalists were motivated by other factors, the

32 percent that cited their college work as their major

.

influence cannot be treated lightly
significant number _Q! students.

This represents a

Further, the mention of

high school newspaper work as an influence by a number of

staff members suggests that perhaps high school newspaper
work ·may not be given the credit it deserves in motivating
student

journalists~

McClintock accredited the high school

newspaper with many functions, but she failed to recognize
the role of directing the vocational interests of stu-

dents.39 .Finally, these results affirm the importance of a
competent, interested newspaper advisor appreciative of the
fact that many students

a~e

not only interested in pro-

ducing the newspaper, but are also serious about in1proving

their joun1alistic capabilities and gaining career expe•
rJ.ence.

KENDALL'S COEFFICIENT OF CONCORDANCE
At the inception of this research, it was felt tha
the true rariking procedure was the tnost appropriate too

fox.. the pllrposes of this study.

The cornparison between

procedures and results discussed in Chapter 2 emphasize

that misleading results
procedure.

c~n

be obtained using the

wro,~

In this study, the true ranking method did no

offel" the preclsiO!l and accuracy of chi square test · nn: of

frequencies.
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This discussion is not meant to discredit the
ranking method as an analytical tool.

.

~rue

In certain situ-

ations, where it is requisite to give a number of items a
definite 1 to n

r~k.,

such as in the determination of a

speech or beauty contest winner and descending runners-up,
this method may be acceptable, appropriate, and valuable.
In

determi~ing

significance, trends, comparisons, and im-

plications, the application of this method provides little
information and insight, and is therefore limited,

IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
The results of this study have identified several
areas requiring further, or in some cases, more inter1sive

investigation,

In most cases these topics for future re-

search have been suggested previously.

They are reiterated

in total in this section.
Journalism Education in
Florida's Community
Colleg~~-

Neither the facilities nor actual content of cou
was in the scope of this research, but both are of major

importance to quality journalism education, and b th mer·t
intensive research efforts,
and instructors

p~rceiva

Also, unless

adminis~rators

a need for these JCJA Standar

are aware of them, they will continue to have little
pact.

The lack of

prog~ess

in journalism e ucation co

o

8?
indicate disagreement that two-year schools need full
journalism programs~ a tendency for colleges to rest on the

.

laurels of existing offerings, ignorance as to the existence of or

effor~s _necessary

to utilize the Standards and

consultant boards, or ineffectiveness of the Florida Junior
College Journalism Association.

These are all areas with

potential for future research efforts.
The fifth research question indicated that the com-

munity college administrators see the chief function of
their journalism curriculum as the development of journalism skills .

But are administrators dedicated to a jou -

nalism program or is the existence of one or two courses a
token effort to offer everyone something.

This question

needs to be explored.
Student

Newspaper-~

Functions and Benefits
The present study contributed significant data

t0ward an understanding of the function and benefits of the
student newspaper and its perceived role in journalism education.

The lack of enlphasis on journalism training as a

function, compared to the stress placed on the developmer1t
of journalism skills as the chief benefit for work rs suggests further research in this area.
papers operate?
also

~ffer

How do student new -

Do newspapers offering credit for

supervised instruction, or are they

rk

' u

pendent as newspapers with no ties to a jou nali

r
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A field study of "the actual relationship between programs
and student newspapers would not only illustrate the various existing relationships, but would be invaluable to
the Florida task

fQ~c..e

in the discipline of mass communi-

cations in its investigation of the content of courses.
Student Journalists
·

This study revealed that a great number of news-

paper staff members are f+edgling journalists.

Only a

small percentage, however, were influenced by their community college newspaper experience.
tion&

This raises the ques-

What motivates a student to become a journalist? A

study of the influences and motivations of journalism stu-

dents would provide insight into the psychology of the
budding journalist.

CONCLUSIONS
M1ile JCJA Standards are a major accomplishment,
they carmot be accepted as the final word.

As in any area

of consta11t change, they must be reassessed continuously.
Prinlru:~y

to th.is reassessment is the evaluation and recon-

ciliation of the capacity in which the community college
should function \\·i t11in journalism education.

In a comparative sense, most Florida community
colleges do not meet JCJA Standards.

The JCJA must prorn(

tlLese Standards to assure recognition and awar ~r1 . ~s of

their existence.

Administrators must not be satisfied to

rest on the laurels of past accreditations.

The community

college must be in a constant process of assessment w1d
reassessrnent of both student and community needs

I

Within community college journalism, the student
newspaper is a multi-function medium.

The mixed results

of this study indicate a balance of function on most nevtspapers, with

emph~sis

on service to the entire schoolz

i.eo• house organ, forum for student opinions, and general
student activity.

Using a student newspaper as a labora-

tory for a journalism class or awarding credit for work,
however. increases the college population's awareness that

it also serves to train students in journalism skills.

The

value to its producers increases in significance over the
usef'ul11ess to the college as a whole.
fits~

the value

~o

In assessing bene-

the worker is the focus.

Then, over-

whelmingly1 staff members are perceived to profit journalistically from their efforts.
These

r~sults.

combined with the fact that a rnajor-

i ty of staff n'en1bers worlt on the nev1spaper to lean1 or

perfect journalism skills and are in fact aspiring journalists, emphasize the necessity for dedicated super ision
atld

guidance by persons with credentials in journalism, 'l'ho

do not see their

adv~sorship

as a burden of censorship o

just a.-n a.dtti tion to their workload, but who se
teaching

d11t~1 t~ Cl-

res})Onsibili ty

r1

and a challenge

it as a
1

Chapter 5
SUMMARY
Quality journalism education at the community
college level that merits transfer recognition by four.

.

year colleges and universities is a nationwide concern of

journalism educators and students.

The Junior College

Journalism Association's "Guidelines on Standards and Evaluation for Transfer of
provide

or1e

Jun~or

College Journalism Credits"

of the most significant advancements toward

solving this problem, offering standards in three

are ~ s,

{1) journalism programs, coursesp ru1d course con ;ent; (2)
instructor qualifications; and (J) facilities.
Several studies have dealt with the topic of com-

munity college journalism education, specifically the
research of Deaver, Benz, Hefner, Smith, Gothberg, Reagon,

Ero:foot, and Millere

Every one of these investigations,

r.towsverr- was conducted prior to the fortnulation of the

Guida lines~

C'~ ,

Al thougrt these standards were t1ot desigrte · •.o

be u.f1<~d btrictly as a comparative checklist, bttt v1ith t

ald atld C.:vl18ultatior1 of a designated localized board of

advisors, th ey offered an ideal measure for comparative
evalu1~.tio:1.

Nc, attempt had been undertaken to

90

USt!

the .1ew
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Guidelines in such a manner.

urther, Florida, a fore-

runner in the development of community college systems,
presented a particularly relevant and feasible scope for
research.

Additionally , three studies--those of McGuinness,
Pennington, and Pasqua--had begun to assess the role of the
connn11ni ty college student newspaper and benefits of news-

paper work for student journalists, but contradictory results left the issue of the student newspaper's function
in community college journalism education unanswered.
This thesis evaluated journalism programs in
Florida community colleges in terms of the JCJA Guidelines
in .th.e areas of curriculum and instructor qualifications,
and assessed the objectives of those programs within the
overall community college curriculum.

The study investi-

. gated the function of the student newspaper to determine
the relationship of perception of newspaper function and

benefits to (1) membership in a public--administrator,
advisor~

and student newspaper staff member--ru1d (2) the

student newspaper's dependence or independence with respect
to the jo rnalism program.

Finally, this investigation

studied closely the n1otivations and aspirations of the

student newspaper

s~aff

members to discover why they j i

the newspaper staff, if they have a vocational inte
j ournali.sm, and if the 11ewspaper experien"~~ , ''

a career

~n

journalism.

ut .
0
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There were twelve research questions underlying
this investigation:
To what extent do Florida community colleges

1.

meet JCJA Guidelinea?
2.

Which colleges offer programs meeting JCJA

Standards?

J.

What are the deficiencies in colleges not

meeting JCJA Standards?

4.

What changes have occurred in community col ege

journalism since JCJA Standards were established?

5.

What is the role of the journalism program

within the community college curriculum?
6~

To what extent do administrators, ad.v i ors

r1

staff conct1r on ·the role of the studen.t newspaper?

7.

Is there a correlation between a student n ws-

'paper's dependence or independence with respect to the
journalism program and the perceived role of th

s·ud nt

newspaper?

To what extent do a.dministrators.

8.

adv~ uOr ,

staff concur on tl1e benefits to be d.erived fr01n stud en
newspaper

worlc~!

9.

Is tl1ere a. corr·cla.tion betweel

paper•s dep2ndence or i;1depet1dence \'ith
jOllrnalism

pl--ogl"~~arr,

fron1 the st:tdent

l !;

and the be11efits perc iv r

n6\'1~paiJ "':' ~;\.~erienc

.?

b

d

d

9J
dent newspaper wi tl1 respect to the journalism program

affect staff members' perceptions of the journalism ettucational value of their newspaper experience?
lle

Do

stuq_ents join the newspaper staff +o learr1

j our11alism skills?

l2e

Are journalism students influenced in tnt

careers by their college newspaper experience?

Three versions of a mail questionnaire were de· ised
to examine the three populations under scrut)ny--the chief

administrator, the student newspaper advisor, and student
newspaper staff members--at each of the twenty-eig. t
public community colleges in Florida.

The

used to evaluate journalism programs v1as

administrator questionnaire.

informat~on

obtain ~- d ~-

· , ~,

tr·e

The data used t o assess per-

ception.s of function and benefit vtere solicited thro ·
rank-orde:e type questions on all three versions of th
tionnaire.

qu .'";,·-

The perceptions and correlation between per-

Cf=ptions sought l.>y several of the research questions were

e\.. alunted by cornbin.i11g data from the three questionn · irr. c
and anal.J.. ~ing the effects of membership in a puhli ,. "

r

dependence or independence of the student ne :spaper.
The questionnailes
liiUl1i ty

colleges

....T n~....
--:r:ta1

wee

pretested at to local

a.ssltre cl a:t:i ty ru d ..ali ..... t

tr)

.1 :. ngs

o"" th .e

19

'Ja~

with foJ.lov·t--Up questi ern ~ .;_:. · ; tn, .' ~ . . -. o.

l

;

member questionnaires were mailed as names ana
were received from the schools' student serviue

I~ ~ -

directors.
Responses were received from 100 p rc ·nt

t

-~

administrators, 89. J perce11t of the advisors, and 72

""

cent of the staff members from 1he four, . e11 c

(

·-

s)

tni t~ing r1ames and addresses o
A survey of .college catalogn f o.c

:.,}J,~

19'75-· ··

school year provided the updated informati011 u.sed to
assess the impact of ,TCJA Standards (research

ques ·:-~ . ~~.

4).

Th.!1 resttlts of this study showed that mo .·, t of the

jou:r.:nalisrn prc:>gra·ms in Florida community colleges
rae at J'CJA Standards.

l. · r1 ·"

.JJUl'li ty C,c J.l r~ _

Only Brevard Cc

:

Hillsborough · Oomrnunity College, Miami Dade Jur}ior Co . e ~ : ,
North

Flo:c~da. ~runior

College 11 aYl.d Valencia Commui.. . i"ty

College had adeq·uate progrr.uns and w :· 11-~taffed -; acul "i

'I'ha ltla,ior factor causing journa lism prograxns to be j

20

colleg~s (71~4

a11.d J

<~olleges

The 1.Fv..ck of

cien.cy

~l

percent) failed t (

(10,7 percent) offered r1o jo1 ·.n J .: . • ·
i11struct ~Jr

competent

oinc~e 2J~

· -: s . .~-: , . r: ~;. o

colleges (75 percent) e ,.

jt~dged as hav~.11g ade~ua.f;e cred~ntia1

~1 1

..... ~- -

~I.J'
Tr", 'l"'
a ,, +
#U(.; ~- •

f".
·r"l
..:J.~ .

'~ t_; e ··

-; •~

c "-v..

t'"

n

'

,_, .•f'

"o
I

,...
· -

~

1 .. ' • '
••

•

l

'

:; J.'"'· ~- .- ~-

.~
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from 5 to 8 (28.6 percent), but 19 (compared to 20 pre·viously), or 6?.9 percent, still did not meet minimum standards, and 1 college (previously
tinued to ignore

j~urnalism

J). or ).5 percent. con-

in its course offerings.

These

data represent differences that were not statistically
significant.
In assessing objectives administrators perceived
for their journalism programs, most generally considered
developing journalism skills to be the primary goal.
The mode of both .adminjstrators and advisors (30.5
percent) perceived internal communications as the primary
function of their -student newspaper, ·while the mode of
staff members (41,2 percent} chose the student activity
role.

The

tically

differen~es

signif~cant,

between publics were not statis-

but the majority of administrators

(7Jc9 percent), · advisors (?8.) percent), and staff (69.1
pel"'Cent) perceived a function othez· than journalism train-

ing to be the primary function of their student newspaper.
Dichotomizing by dependence-independence of the
student newspaper, the results indicated that while the
mode of both dependent

~d

independent

g~oups

was with th

non-journalism functions, a significar1tly greater number
of persons associated with a dependent ne· spa per put pr.
impor·tance on the jottrnalism training function than di
pet·sons in the independent group.
tl~aining

Further, the jo rn

fttnct.ion was the mode of a.ll dependent s· .u

96

.

except advisors, and \vas never the mode for any indeper1dent
su.bgroup.

In the evaluation of benefits derived from student
newspaper work, the majority of all three publics--admin-

istrators (66.7 percent), advisors (60.0 percent), and
staff (54.4 percent)--ranked the development of journalism
skills as the greatest benefit.

These differences between

publics were not significant statistically; however, the
total frequency for journalism-oriented benefits, disregarding publics, was significantly greater statistically
tha11 for the other benefits conibined.

In assessing the

relationship of dependence-independence to benefit perce:r;,tions, the differences which were apparent with func
tio11 perceptions were not similarly evident.
Inve~tigating
~

the journalism training acquired

through student. newspaper work disclosed that 92. J percerft.

of the staff ·members con.sidered the training they recei ed
from their newspaper experience as beneficial.
T:tte majority of staff members (69 percer1t) join~d

the newspaper staff to learn or use journalism skills.
rnajor.ity (56D4 percent) planned to pursue a career in jo J

nalisrn-

The student newspaper experience, hovever,

a

not

the chief influence for a majority of those aspiring journalists.

Sixty-.. eight percent were already decided abo- ·

their career prior to joining the staff.

91?
While the JCJA Standards are a major accomplish ent

they cannot be accepted without continuous reassessment.
The first consideration in this reassessment should be a
determination of

~he

capacity in which the community col-

lege s11ould function within journalism education.

Perhaps

it should not attempt to parallel exactly the first two
years of a similar program in a four-year college or uni-

versity.
The JC,JA must also ensure that conununity colleges

are aware of and recognize a need for the Standards.

They

must advertise the availability of localized consultant
boards.

The student newspaper serves a variety of inter
extra-curricula.l~

ft nctio11s within the community colleg .

Only in colleges where the student newspaper is used

a

a~

journalism class laboratory or college credit is aware

~d

for publications work does the college population b com

more aware of the journalism training role.

Such a situ-

atiort serves to focu.s attention on tl1e usefulness to

newspaper staff members.

It does not indicate the n

paper actually functions more in that role.

Likewi

analyzing benefits to staff members, the staff membe
the focal poi.nt.

he

Then staff members are perceived ov

whelm·ngly as receiving journalism training f em the·
efforts.
The student ne spaper-related re u "o o

n

i1

e
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study, combined with the results which indicate that stu-

dents join the newspaper staff to use or learn journalism
skills and that most staff members are aspiring journalists, emphasize

th-~need

for dedicated, qualified news-

paper advisors who recognize "that they are dealing with
serious student journalists and accept production of the
newspaper as a challenging teaching responsibility.
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JOURNALISM AND STUDENT NEWSPAPER SURVEY
1.

(A~1INISTRATORS)

Does your institution presently offer courses in journalism?
Yes

1)
2)

No

If no, do you list any journalism courses in your college
catalog?
1)
Yes
2)

· a.
b.

No

Why are no journalism courses presently being taught?

Do you plan to offer journalism at some future time?
Yes

1)
2)

No

J )---Not sure

2.

Does your institution publish a student newspaper?
1)
Yes
2)
No

If no, have you ever published. a student newspaper?
1)
Yes
2) ____No
If you have
discontinued publication, why was publication ___
stopped?
________________________________________________

IF YOUR ANSWERS TO BOTH 1. AND 2. ABOVE WERE "NO", IT WILL NOT BE
NECESSARY FOR YOU TO COMPLETE THE RES'l' OF THIS QUESTIONNAIRE.
THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION IN THIS SURVEY.
---~---------~~----------~-·-----~--------------------~----------

Complete this section if your .institution offers journalism course •
Otherwise, go on to question 11.
J~

Under what department is your journalism progra.rn?
1)
Journalism
2 j -----English
3) -·--·communications
4)---=0ther {If other, please specify) _ _

4.

Wnich cf the following programs do you offer?
1)
Transfer
2)
Terminal
3)
Both
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5.

How many journalism instructors do you have?

--------

6.

What is the highest educations degree, experience, and status
of your instructor(s)? (Enter your answers below.)
INSTRUCTOR NO. 1:
__________ Degree (For example, M.A.)
_________Area of study {College major)
----~----College hours in journalism {
qtr
Experience in media work. Specify
----

sem)

-------------------------

Is he/she r ·
_____Full-time journalism instructor
---Part-time journalism instructor

(IF MORE THAN ONE INSTRUCTOR, PLEASE RELATE THE ABOVE INFORMATION
ON THE OTHER SIDE OF THIS PAGE)
What non- teaching duties do your journalism instructors have?
None
Public relations for college
Advisor to newspaper
Other {Please specify) ____________________________

1)
2)
J)
4)_

---

B. Please rate the following objective of your journalism curriculum in order of their importance (1 - most important, 6 - least
important) ,
1)
Offer career experience
4) _ _Foster appeciation
2)
Provide a liberal
of mass media
education
5 ) _ _Teach granunar and
J)
Development of jourspelling
-----nalism skills
6) - -Other {Specify)
9.

I:f' your college offers a journalism curriculum and a student

newspaper exists . what is the

10 .

rela~ionship

between them?

Please list and describe the journalism courses you offera
Title

Credit Hours

Course Content
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IF YOU DO NOT HAVE A STUDENT NEWSPAPER, IT WILL NOT BE NECESSARY
FOR you-ro COMPLETE THE REST OF THIS QUESTIONNAIRE. THANK YOU FOR
YOUR COOPERATION IN THIS STUDY.
If you go have a student newspaper, please answer the following
questions.
11. What do you see as the role of the community junior college
newspaper advisor on your campus?

------------------------

12. Please rate the following functions of your student newspaper
in order of their importance (1 - most important, 6 - least important).
5) _____student activity
1}
Journalism training
2 )---Public relations for
6)
Other (Specify)
college
3) ---Journal of student
opinion
4)
Internal communications

13.

Please rate the following benefits for students who participate
on the student news~aper in order of importance (1 - most important,
? - least important}.
S) _____Learning proper gram1)
Career experience
mar and spelling
2)
Development of jour6)
Being with friends
nalism skills
?)--·-other (Specify)
3)
Augment a liberal
---education
4)
Gain appreciation of
mass media

lOJ

STUDENT NEWSPAPER SURVEY (ADVISOR)
1.

What is the publication frequency of your newspaper?
_Daily
4)
Monthly
Weekly
Other (Please specify)
5)
3)_
Every 2 weeks

1)
2)

2. Do you offer credit toward graduation solely for work on the
school newspaper?
1)
Yes
2)

No

J. How many cumulative credits can a. student earn toward graduation for newspaper staff work?

---0
4.

What
paper?

__

1-2

__;

depar~nent

---·3-4

_ ___,.5-6

_ _7-8

___9+

or office is responsible for the student news-

5.

Who is responsible for appointing the newspaper advisor?
(Person's position only)

6.

Do you teach any journalism classes?
Yes

1)

2) ___No

7.

is your educational background?
Highest degree attained (Example, M.A.)
----______College major
College minor
---------College hours in journalism (Specify semester or quarter)

8.

Do you have any professional newspaper experience?
1)
Yes

~fuat

2)

No

If yes, please specify•--------------------------------------

9.

What do you see as your role as newspaper advisor?

10. Please rate the following functions of your student newspaper
in order of importance (1 - most irnportantt 6 - least importar.t).
1)
Student activity
4J _____Journalism training
2) _ __ Internal communications
5)
Public relations
3)_
Journal of student
for college
opinion
6) _ _0ther (Specify)

11. Please ra· e the followilg beneflts for students w o participate on tl e student newspaper in ord.r of importance (1- mot
impartant, 7 - least irrportant).
1)
Being with ~ i - nds
2)
Learning prop8r gramma:r and 'p-elling
3)
Development of appreciation of mass media
4)
Augment a liberal education
5 ) - -Deve lopment of jot rnalism skills
6 ) - - Car0er experience
?) _ ___Other (Pleas e specify)

. ----------- · - -

---

lOS

STUDENT NEWSPAPER SURVEY (STAFF)
1.

Does your college-offer courses in journalism?
Yes

1)
2)

No

a . If yes, and you have taken any of these courses, please
rate the following as you believe to be the objective of the
journalism curriculum offered by your school (1 - most important , 6 - least important).
1)
Offer career exper4) _____Foster appreciation
ience
of mass media
2)
Provide a liberal
5)
Teach grammar and
---education
spelling
J)
Development of
6) _ _0ther (Specify)
-journalism skills
b . If yes , have you received college credit for your work on
the student newspaper?
1)
Yes (How many hours?
)(Were they___qtr, ___sem?)
2)
No
2. Please rate the following functions your student newspaper in
order of their importance {1 - most important, 6 - least important).
1)
Student activity
5)
Public relations for
2)
Internal communications
college
J)
Journal of student
6)
Other (Specify)
opinion
4) _____J ournalism training
) . Please rate the following benefits you have gained for your
participation on the student newspaper, or order of importance
(1 - most important , 7 - least important).
1)
Being with friends
5)
Career experience
2)
_Learning proper spelling
6) _____Gain apprec~ation
and grammar
of mass med1a
J)
Supplement to a liberal
7)
Other (Specify)
education
4)
Development of journalism skills

4. Which of the following best describes your estimation of your
work on the student newspaper in gaining a knowledge of and experience in the basic journalism skills (reporting, writing , editing ).
(Please check one).
1)
Very beneficial
2) ___Fairly beneficial
J)
Neither beneficial nor worthless
4)
Fairly worthless
S) _____Very worthless
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5.

Is there anything you think could be done to make this exper
ience more beneficial? How should this be carried out? (Please
explain.)
----------~--------------------------------------------

6.

Which of the following best describes your reasons for joining
the newspaper staff? (Check one.)
1)
Requirement for a course
2)
Rewards of a student activity
3)
Wanted to learn or use journalism skills
4)
Other (Please specify)

--------------------------------

7.

Do you plan to enter the field of journalism as a career?
1)
Yes
2)
No
3) ___ ot sure

If yes, was your decision made as a result of your college
newspaper experience?
1)
Yes
2)

No

Comments•

~----------------------------------------------------
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